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Championships Hosted at McCrae
The Club started running championships in the second year of operation. The first
championships held in 1963/64 were both catamaran classes - the Attunga Class
Australian Championships and the C Cats – little 12 foot catamarans.

Sixteen Foot (Five metre) and Under Cat Challenge
In the early 1960s debate raged between
Figure 1 - 1962 Greg
Quickcat, XY16 and the many other 16’ classes
Rowland's C-Cat
that were appearing at that time, both single
handed and two handed, about which was the better boat and a
challenge was made.

Figure 2 - 1963 Attunga 20
Tjabuinji - Paul Millsom

This eventually developed into a regatta held at McCrae each year open
to all cat classes under 16 feet (5 metres) in length. There was one
division for catamarans 16 feet and under and another division for
catamarans 12 feet and under (the main groups at that time). It was
named “The Peninsula 16’ and under Catamaran Challenge” and
became a very big event, with a lot of class pride at stake.

The Club put up a framed plate as a trophy and wrote a Deed of Gift for
the regatta which appointed the Flag Officers of the Club as trustees and
required that the event be run in two heats on one day to determine the
fastest catamaran. Accordingly all boats started together. Trophies were
provided for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd outright in the 16 feet; and 12 feet divisions,
as well as prizes for 1st in each class with 5 + starters, 1st and 2nd for 10 +
and 1st, 2nd and 3rd for 15 +.
Frank Bancroft recalls that fleets of 50-100 boats were common in the
1960s. While the racing was dominated by the rivalry between Quickcats
and the singlehanded XY16s, there was some wonderful racing in the 12
Figure 3 - 1963 - XY16s
foot division too, where the New Zealand designed Kitty Cats fought it out
with the Cunningham designed C Cats and Unicats.
Lindsay and Charlie Cunningham seemed to use each
Under 16 regatta as the venue to launch yet another
design.

Figure 4 - 1975 Lady Mac on the starting linePeninsula Open 16 Catamaran challeng4e

Max Owen recalls that the largest fleets we had in this
event were in the early eighties when nearly 150 boats
competed. In those years the entrants included KittyCats, Quickcats, XY16s, Dolphins, Mosquitos Mk1 &
Mk2, Graduates, Hobie 16s, Cobras, Hydras, Paper
Tigers, Arrows, Mini Quests, Hobie 14s, Arafura
Cadets, Elwood Juniors, Maricats, Windrushes and
others. To sail in such a large fleet with a wide variety
of classes was a great experience and it is a pity we do

not see such Under 5 Metre fleets any more.

International Contender World Championships - 1993
This was the first world championship to be held at
McCrae and Peter Smith was Club Captain at the time.
Peter commented “The Contender world titles were a
mixed bag – fickle winds, complicated weather patterns,
lots of complaints, even a hostile Jury (but a great Jury
Chairman). The event took approximately 60 person
weeks to put on and came and went in a flash. The
highlight for me was our helper party which brought
together the heart of the McCrae membership – the many
people that give so freely of their time, year after year. The
weather was most unkind however, I am sure that no other
club in the world could have done any better.”

Figure 5 - Peter Randall on his Contender

Paper Tiger Interdominion Regatta
The Interdominion Regatta is held over Easter each
year, alternately in Australia and New Zealand to
decide the champion nation in the Paper Tiger class
catamaran.
National teams of the top 10 skippers, decided at each
country’s National titles, race against each other and
their combined regatta results are used to determine the
ultimate winning team.
To add interest, the host Nation invites an additional 20
skippers to compete in the regatta although their results
do not affect the team results.

1997/98 Laser National Championships - 215 boats.

Figure 7 - Lasers rigged on the beach

Figure 6 - Lasers at rest at end of day

Infrastructure for this event included installation and later removal of 200 metres of temporary water
main to seven washdown points on the beach, installation of temporary security floodlights to light the
beach boat storage area and construction and installation of a cold water shower tree near the men’s
change room to help the overloaded club facilities during the regatta.

1999 Worlds regatta - 'A' Division Catamaran World Championships
The Victorian Yachting Council, with State
Government support, embarked on a very
ambitious program for Port Phillip Bay in January
1999 called the “’99 World Sailing
Championships” where competitors would
compete in 14 World championships at 10 host
clubs around the Bay. As part of this event
McCrae held the International ‘A’ Class World
Championships. 89 boats competed and as with
all world championships, it took many person
hours of planning to prepare and stage.
Considerable infrastructure was needed for the event along the lines of the Laser Nationals previously
mentioned for storage of boats on the sand with wash down facilities, as well as marquees, mobile jury
rooms and media areas, plus fuel, launching and retrieval of some 15 plus power boats for race
management, jury and media. All manner of social functions were held to the satisfaction or not of club
members. The event was a financial success for the Club. The event had a dedicated core of 60
permanent volunteers plus 80-90 assisting part time.

B14 World Championships - 2002/03 The B14 World Championships were held on a much
smaller scale than the Contender and A Class Worlds
without the need for the major infrastructure arrangements.
This was a friendly regatta which was enjoyed by both
competitors and members.

International Canoe World Championships - 2007/08

Figure 8 - Guy Bancroft - B14 Nationals at McCrae

As with the B14 World Championships, this was a friendly
regatta where the camaraderie and the boats seemed to take precedence over the actual racing. McCrae
was the selected location due to its long history with International Canoes and Rob McConchie’s
involvement with their design.

Our champion sailors
McCrae Yacht Club is proud to have encouraged and supported many champion sailors who have spent
most of their time honing their skills at our club.
Peter Anderson and Brian Anderson
Peter and his son Brian were both champions in the Paper Tiger class and won multiple State, National
and International championships.

Glenn Ashby
Glenn has been sailing at McCrae since he has a small boy
in his Northbridge Junior and regards McCrae as his
second home after Bendigo Yacht Club. He joined
McCrae as a member in 2006 and has a long list of sailing
achievements to his name including a Silver medal at the
Beijing Olympic games in 2008, multiple world
championships (as skipper or crew), as well as being head
coach for the BMW Oracle Syndicate, in the giant Oracle
trimaran’s win in the America’s Cup against Alinghi in
Valencia in 2010. Glenn always has time to stop and talk
to the kids around the Club about enjoying their sailing
and making it fun.

Figure 9 - A young Glen Ashby receiving a trophy at
the Northbridge Junior Champs with John Roberts
and John d'Helin -far right

Guy Bancroft
A founding member of the Club, Guy started sailing in a Sabot at age 7.
He has built many of his boats and has since sailed everything from
dinghies to catamarans to ocean racing yachts, including Flying Ants,
Cherubs, International Moths, Fireballs, Sabres, Contender, International
14s, Quest B2 catamarans, International "A" Class catamarans, Pacers,
B14s and IOR Keelboats plus multiple wavejumbers and windsurfers. He
is a Local, State, National and/or World Champion in most of them. He
has served terms (with great distinction) as Yardmaster, Rear
Commodore, Vice Commodore and Commodore and has been an
innovative and dynamic head of the Club's Sail Training Centre,
spearheading a massive expansion in its operations. He has also had an
active involvement in the class associations in which he has sailed
serving as National President of the B14s among others.
Guy says his mentors are Peter Randall, Jack Purnell (loved the way he sailed his boat) and his father
Frank.

Frank Bancroft
Frank began sailing at McCrae in a Moth (101) around late 1960. Graduated to a Mirror Dinghy followed
by a string of home built craft including Lazy E (2nd in National Title), Harley 16, Boomerang 20
coupled with numerous keelboat expeditions. Then came almost four decades of Sabre building and
sailing. Frank had enjoyed a very successful career (2nd in the inaugural Sabre State titles) and gained
Club Champion status in many classes and with the Sabre at three different Clubs.

Mark Bulka
Mark has been sailing at McCrae for many years and has sailed at State, National and International level
in many classes. From Hydras and other catamarans, he moved into Finns, Flying 15s, Contenders, A
Class Catamarans and Lasers. Mark can often be seen sailing at the club on his Laser. He is a keen Etchell
sailor and has competed at World level in that class.

Graham Candy
Graham has been a member of the Club since it began,
initially sailing a battered old Mark II Moth. He won
his first state title in 1965 (on an XY16 catamaran,
which he built himself.
Graham skippered the C Class Quest II in the 1967
trials at Frankston to select challenger for Australia’s
1967 challenge for the ICCT (Little America’s Cup)
before sailing as crew on Quest III in the fourth (and
finally victorious) Australian challenge for Little
America's Cup in Denmark in September 1970.

Figure 10 - Graham Candy on XY16 Shiralee - 1965

Amongst his adventures on the water, Graham recalls:
•

The time he was on trapeze on "Quest III", when she cartwheeled off Sorrento in 1968. She was
travelling at full speed (possibly over 20 knots) on a broad reach at the time. Graham was
catapulted over 20 metres through the air before he hit the water, snapping his trapeze wire in mid
air when it was fully extended.

•

The time his Quest B2 Clockwork Banana lost her mast in the middle of the bay while returning
from the finish of the Frankston - St Leonards Race in 1973 - prompting a full scale sea and air
search with Graham, his bright yellow boat and his hapless crew appearing (to his
embarrassment) on national television once he was spotted trying to sail home with a jury rig.

David Churcher
Started sailing at age 7 in a Mirror at McCrae. He has owned many boats, built
11 (first at age 13), and sailed competitively in 14 classes. These include

Mirror, Sailfish, Moth, XY, Fireball, QB2, Tornado, International C-Class, Paper Tiger, Taipan 4.9, Int A
Class. His QB2 "Hot Dog", which he sailed with brother Ross, had (naturally) a red dachsund on the
sail.
David has also owned the Beneteau Oceanis 400 "Courtesan", in which he and Heather have completed
two circuits of the Southern Pacific, carrying dental equipment with them and providing dental care gratis
to the people of many remote islands, the Beneteau 461."Chameleon" and the Discovery 55 "Sula", in
which he and Heather sailed the US East Coast and the Caribbean, before heading for Ireland,
Scandinavia and the Mediterranean.
David was the crew on the Australian defenders of the International Catamaran Challenge Trophy
(the"Little America's Cup") during two successful defences of the trophy off McCrae in 1988 ("The
Edge") and 1991 ("Edge II")
David served a term as Vice Commodore and Commodore and is a very keen sailing instructor –
particularly good with the adult group.

Graeme Fraser
Graeme’s first love has always been catamarans. He
built his first boat – a black XY16 named “Randy
Cat”, in 1967 and his second, “Mabel” in 1969. He
then persuaded Lindsay Cunningham to convert his
18’ Quest A Class design into an elegant 18’ two
handed sloop, which they called the Quest B2. He
built two, both bean green and called "Green Bean"
and "Has Bean", which made a match for the
Churchers’ red “Hot Dog” and Graham Candy’s
yellow “Clockwork Banana’
Graeme was reportedly the “back bottling expert in the QB2” – He would sail the hull so high that he
couldn’t get in off the trapeze quick enough when tacking on a quick wind shift, with the result that he
and his crew would do the “tea bag” trick, hauling the boat over on top of them. He was also pretty hard
on masts, usually breaking at least one a season and three in one State Championships series, at Rosebud
Yacht Club. He competed twice (by invitation) in the two major “champion of champions” regattas, the
One of A Kind Regatta in Melbourne and the Two of a Kind Regatta in Sydney, was a member of
Australia’s winning team in the 1970 Little America’s Cup match in Denmark, was the reserve skipper in
Australia’s 1977 challenge for the Little America’s Cup in Los Angeles, was the main driver behind
Australia’s second victory (as a challenger) with Victoria 150, has been a strong member of the McCrae
syndicate that successfully defended the Cup at McCrae for 13 years and has successfully claimed the
outright World Sailing Speed record. .
Most embarrassing moment for Graeme was capsizing "Quest III" in shallow water in front of the Club
and in front of the television cameras during the launching ceremony for Nicholas II and the 1977 Little
America's Cup. He had a full centre page spread in the Sun the next day – easily eclipsing the visit by the
Federal Minister of Sport and the distinguished guests
Graeme drove the tractors for many years, with consummate skill. His party trick is to hook one trailer
on the front, one on the back, drive into the water with both, load two patrol boats (with crews) and power

them both up the beach at once. Visiting sailors watch with awe at his efforts but Club members lo
longer bat an eyelid – “that’s just Friz being Friz”.

Simon McKeon
Simon started his sailing off Dromana in a Heron in the 1960s. Shortly after joining McCrae he purchased
Horst Kopp's first XY16 catamaran "Yasmar" which he sailed, until her untimely demise during the Club
Cruise to the Mud Islands in 1973/74 when she broke in two.
He was a member of the Australian team that challenged for the International Catamaran Challenge
Trophy (the "Little America's Cup") in Los Angeles in 1977 and went on to defend the International
Catamaran Challenge Trophy (the "Little America's Cup") for
Australia in 1988, 1991, 1993 and 1996 and with crew David Daddo,
to be the fastest sailor in the world (the world record holder) between
1993 and 2004 (on "Yellow Pages Endeavour") and again between
2008 and 2009 (on "Macquarie Innovation").
In recent years, he has raced in the international "A" Class and a
Formula 18 (F18). Simon has spent several years on the Sailing
Committee and two as Club Captain. He is the initiator of the McCrae
Cup a youth match race held annually at the club.

Ralph & Yvonne Morris - Pipedream
Ralph and Yvonne Morris learnt to sail at McCrae YC sailing school with the kids in a 470 “Fast
Crocodile”. They sailed the 470 for 4 years, selling it to pursue their dream of sailing around the world.
They purchased a 44 foot, 10 ½ ton, Peterson design cutter rig. Although in good condition, they did a lot
of replacing and refurbishing. In the run-up to coastal cruising, Yvonne and Ralph completed courses in
Coastal Navigation, Ocean Navigation, Offshore Yacht Master and Radio Licensing, then an advanced
First Aid course.
Their first major expedition was to Hobart and then a four to five month cruise to the Whitsundays.
The world circumnavigation in “Pipe Dreams” took around 4 years - 1995-1998.

Campbell Myles
Campbell started to sail in about 1974 on a Northbridge junior, then later joining forces with Bronwyn
Evans as his crew on a Flying Ant in 1977. Between 1978 and 1980, Chris Mason crewed for him on the
Flying Ant and they finished third in the state titles that were held at McCrae.
Grant Dow then joined him on a 125 in the 1980-81 season, where they made the Victoria Youth Squad
and placed fourth in the National titles and second in the States.
Entering the Fireball class in 1981 was definitely a reality check. In 1985, he travelled with Ken Wallis,
sailing the Fireball in lead up regattas in England and France to prepare ourselves for sailing in the world
titles in Italy, where we ended up placing tenth. In 1986, he travelled to Canada with a new crew from

Port Melbourne Yacht Club, Cliff Chadwick, where we finished fourth in the Fireball World
championships.
During the 1987 and 88 season, he sailed Lightweight Sharpies with Trevor and Grant Dow, placing third
in the State titles then seventh in Nationals, before heading off for two years travelling around Europe in
1988 and 89, where he managed to place sixth at the Fireball Worlds in England.
In 1990, he sailed alongside Chris Byrne at the Fireball Worlds in Japan, where they placed third and
received a grant from the Australian Institute of Sport.
He joined forces with two time Fireball world champion, Andrew Perry, in 1990 to 92, for a campaign for
the Barcelona Olympics in the Flying Dutchman class. They finished eleventh in the international regatta
in New Zealand against a fleet of around 120 boats and also had a third at the Nationals.
In 1992, Campbell moved from McCrae to Royal Brighton Yacht Club where he has been sailing Etchells
ever since and have now become a Mordialloc Opti dad to son, Patrick,

Cam Owen
Cam began sailing in the cadet program at 6 years old in a
Northbridge Junior.
In 1986 he crewed for Simon McKeon on a Nacra 5.2 and won
the National Championships. He then began sailing Paper
Tigers and won State, National and Interdominion
championships between 1990 and 1993. He also sailed a
Tornado in the States and Nationals as well as the Tornado
worlds in Canada and Mooloolaba.
He then moved into an A Class, sailing in State and National
Figure 11- Cam & Jeff Owen - NBJ
rd
Champs - Sorrento 78
championships and placed 3 in A Class Worlds at McCrae in
1999. After moving to Perth for work he changed to a Hobie
16 which was the class being sailed there and won W.A and NSW states, the National titles and finished
3rd in the Worlds.

Jack Purnell
Jack was an early member of the club and a highly regarded Finn sailor. He was reserve in the Finn class
for the 1956 Olympic games
He kept his Finn on the beach to the east of the Club and mainly used it for pleasure sailing, which he
indulged in until his late 70s, a late age for such a demanding craft.

Peter Randall
Peter, son of Sam and Jo, was a founding member of the Club. At age 6 or 7, Peter spent all his time at
the beach watching the boats. He had an old wooden rowing dinghy which his father Sam could be seen,
carrying on his back across the Point Nepean Road to the Club from their house just along from the
General Store, looking, to the astonishment of passing motorists, like a plywood turtle. Peter and his

brother Roger would use an old umbrella for a sail and then row back against the wind. For his 9th
birthday, he was given a membership of the yacht club and from then on, his parents knew where they
could find him.
He has sailed on most boats in the club and had the first of his three Moths
when he was 12 – a Mark I which was wooden and heavy, but good fun. Then
Contenders came along and as he couldn’t afford one, bought an International
Canoe. Eventually Peter moved to Contenders and had six of them over 30
years winning three Nationals championships, an Interdominion (the last one
ever held) and World Masters.
He went to England to sail and sailed in three World Championship in
Australia (worlds only return to Australia every 5 years) placing 5th three times
over 15 years.
Peter now sails big boats on Westernport, first with a 24 ft keelboat, then a Carter 33, now a Benetau
40.7.
Peter served 7 years on the Sailing committee and spent many hours working on the tractors to keep them
in good order as sea water was not kind to them.
The Peter Randall wind tunnel = sailing to windward in front of the club. If you got it right you could
sail on one tack almost to the mark without beating – there was a sort of a wind bend.

Ian Ravenscroft
Ian Ravenscroft was a champion sailor in Flying Junior, Fireball, Lightweight Sharpie, Pacer and sailed
International 14 foot Skiffs for a short time.

Frank Strange
Frank’s home base was Sandringham, where he raced Yvonne catamarans, but he was an early member of
the Club and served a term as Vice Commodore. He was the president of the Australian Catamaran
Association. In that role, he instigated the first three Australian challenges for the Little America’s Cup.
In 1963, 1965 and 1967, thus starting (if indirectly) a long association between the Club and the Cup.
Frank would sail his Yvonne “Toowit Cup Toowoo II” from Frankston to McCrae on Boxing Day, race at
the Club in January, then sail back again.
In later years, Frank headed the syndicate that built “Miss Nylex”, the first full wing rig to race in the
Little America’s Cup.

Neil Wilson
Neil is possibly the longest continuously sailing member at McCrae. He joined the Club in 1963 bringng
his Mari II Moth from Dromana to do so. He built his first XY16 catamaran in 1964 and won the state
titles for mono rigged XY16's at McCrae in 1970. He defended his title at Royal Melbourne Yacht
Squadron the following year and had to make a highly controversial protest against Royal Melbourne,
which resulted in him being proclaimed winner in the following week. He recalls “I had that XY, called

Jag'wa, for two years and we never found out why it was so fast, a classic example of sheer boatspeed
conquers talent. It made an average skipper look a champion.”

Classes Sailed over the years
Different classes emerge.
Sailing has come along way in 50 years and we have grown up with the innovation. Design and
construction was very different to what it is today. Most boats in those days were made of plywood on
Oregon stringers. They had wooden masts, cotton sails, cotton ropes, cane battens, copper nails and
bronze screws and fittings.
One of the first radical innovations in those years was the trapeze, initially on Gwen 12s, while many
other monohulls and catamarans relied on sliding “planks” to give the crew more leverage. Others, like
the Moth, relied on gut busting “toe straps” as hiking devices. Because McCrae was such a mixed class
yacht club in the early days, many classes had just one or two boats.

Building your own boat
For many years, most people built their own boats, in garages, inside the house, in the back yard. Even as
children, sons helped fathers build, sand and paint the boats and then fit them out. There have also been
groups of people getting together to build multiple boats of the same class such as Northbridge Juniors
and Lazy Es where five or six would be build at a time.
It has only been in the latter years that the trend changed to purchasing the completed boat “off the shelf”.

Cunningham designed boats – Charlie and son Lindsay
Cunningham designs have featured strongly throughout the history of the Club, from the Gwen 12 that
Ross Suter owned when the club was first formed to the involvement of Club members in building and
racing Cunningham designed International C Class Catamarans in the Little America’s Cup and the
ongoing quest to be the fastest sailors in the world.
After the war, Charlie recognised the opportunity that lightweight
marine plywoods offered both to professional and amateur boat
builders. He joined the two by offering not only plans for his designs
but entire kits as well, to make home boatbuilding possible for even
the most inexperienced amateur.
His first design, in about 1950, was the monohull Gwen 12 (named
after his younger daughter), which became hugely popular and a
national class, followed by a longer version called the Gwen 20, which
Figure 12 - Yvonne
was not a big success. With Lindsay, he then built his first catamaran,
which he called “Yvonne” after his elder daughter. This was an odd
shaped craft, 18’ (5.5 metres) long with narrow flat bottomed plywood hulls, cigar shaped when looking
from the side, and a complex X shaped structure to join them. This structure was the product of young
Lindsay’s fertile mind and showed his training as an engineer. Improvements over the next few years
included opening the bows, extending the length to 20’ (6 metres) and raising the foredeck (to produce

the now familiar profile of the Yvonne), tacking a V onto the flat bottom and putting a skin top and
bottom on the bridge deck structure. The result was a very elegant craft that is still racing as a class 60
years later.
The next design, in 1956, was the most famous and popular – the
Quickcat, a joint effort of Charlie and Lindsay – built to be sailed
singlehanded and much easier to build than the Yvonne. Over 2000
sail numbers were issued for this simple home
built craft over the next 40 years. At one time,
the Club had over 20 in its fleet.

Figure 13 - The Crompton's
Quickcats

Other Cunningham designs that have been in the
Club’s fleet include the C-Cat, the Unicat, the
Elwood Junior, the MiniQuest, the XY 16, the
Dolphin and the Quest B2.

In one year, the Club had in its yard, all together,
the first or prototype Yvonne, Quickcat, XY 16 and C-Cat, all designs from the
Cunningham stable. Sadly, vandals climbed the fence one night and set fire to the
original Yvonne. Otherwise she may well have found a place in the National
Maritime Museum, as the grandmother of Australia’s huge “off-the-beach”
catamaran racing fleet.

Figure 14 - Greg
Rowland's C Cat
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18’ Skiff
16’ Skiff
14’ Skiff
Alpha Cat - a Quickcat stretched to 16 feet
Arafura Cadets
Greg Newman recalls: The Arafura Cadet was a very popular boat with teenage boys of the 1960s and
early 70s. It was a single handed catamaran with a mainsail and jib. They were as common as beach
towels at McCrae and very exciting to sail. There was very good camaraderie and good parent support
within the fleet, and McCrae would be always represented with a healthy gathering at neighbouring clubs
in the bay, wherever championship and toilet seat trophy’s needed to be contested.
McCrae had a very strong fleet with plenty of close racing right throughout the fleet. Roger Randall when
not at school would spend nearly every waking moment sailing up and down the beach on “Jolly Roger”
and subsequently became a force to be reckoned with when the racing got serious. My boat “Bandit” was
very unusual with black coloured sails and timberwork you would be proud of in your lounge room.
My memories are very vivid of the activities during the Christmas school holidays when we would set off
and sail to Blairgowrie Yacht Club for a quick pie and sauce and then catch the screaming southerly all

the way back. The Arafura was like a lot of the boats of that era very good at nose-diving when you least
expect it. It always kept you on your toes and guessing to when you would bite the dust. The trip back
from Blairgowrie always claimed a few casualties with the nose-dives. Another memory of the Arafuras
was an interclub event where the Arafuras sailed down to Safety Beach in a howling gale and stood
around a B.B.Q. with hyperthermia before sailing back. Things you did when you were young and stupid!
Families with boats, some had two per family that come to mind were: Leeder, Randall, Beggs,
Anderson, Newman, Webb, Miller, Brown and Cooke to name a just a few.
Attungas – The Attungas were mighty craft for their day, strong, solid
and fast enough to sail the length and breadth of the Bay They were
Aussie designed 20 feet x 10 feet mainly sailed at Sandringham. Paul
Milson owned one, which is why they came to McCrae for their
championships. They used to race, like many other 20’ cats of the day;
in the annual race from Williamstown to Geelong on the Australia Day
long weekend. Most of the entries for their championships at McCrae
sailed down from Sandringham for the week, parked on the beach and
sailed back again after it ended. This was not uncommon for “away”
championships, as trailing boats long distances was not common at that
time.

Figure 15 - 1963 Attunga 20
Tjabuinji - Paul Millsom

International Australis Catamaran
Article reproduced from November 1974 Beacon – written by David McFarlane
Up until now there has been almost nothing said about the great new catamaran class that is quickly
developing in the Club. All we have heard about so far are the kiddies toys called Paper Tigers and those
awkward tanks called QB2’s. How about giving out sleek movers a go?
The first two boats have already hit the water and by this coming season there will be almost certainly six
or seven boats on the water. This quick growth I think is a good indication of people beginning to come to
their senses in their choice of yacht. It’s good to see!
For those who aren’t terribly clued up on this class and would like to know more, here are a few details
of it.
The Australis is an 18 ft, one man mono-rigged catamaran with trapeze. It carries 145 sq. feet of sail and
is restricted to a minimum of 147 lb (67kg) and a maximum of 167 lb (76 kg) without rigging. It has a
number of fairly tight restrictions to keep the competition as close as possible. This means that a good
sailor rather than a good boat will win. You can build this boat yourself or you may buy a fibreglass
version at any stage of construction up to fully built. As a point of interest, this boat has done very well in
“A” Class racing overseas.

International A Class Catamaran
Strictly, the “A Class” is not a class – it is a “division.

In 1962, the International Yacht Racing Union, to foster catamaran development, drew the parameters for
four “divisions”, A, B, C, D, within which most classes then racing in the world would fit. The A Class
and C Class remain true to those parameters.
In 1967, to promote one design racing, the IYRU held international trials to select a one design class
within each of the A Division (single handed) and B Division (two handed). The Australis, an Australian
design, and the Tornado, a British design, were nominated. From then, as far as the IYRU was
concerned, the A Division and the B Division ceased to exist. The C division (or C Class) in which the
Little America’s Cup was raced, and the D Division remained as “open design” divisions.
However, there were those that refused to “fit the box” – they kept designing and racing “A Class” cats,
even though they were no longer designated as an international class.
When the Australis was eventually crippled by international production problems, the A Class remerged
and stated its claim to again become the principle class for singlehanded international catamaran racing.
It took a long time, but the campaign was successful, and the A Class is now a genuine world class,
attracting the very best sailors and providing a training base for monohull sailors wanting to compete in
the new multihull America’s Cup world. The club has had a strong fleet, as many as 30 on the register,
since the early 90s.

B14s – International
B14's arrived as "Exocets" soon after their inception in the late
80's. Jenny and Bill Mairs as early inductees. First of the more
modern B14 to arrive at McCrae was sailed by Ian and Scott
Cunningham in 2002. There has been a steady increase in
numbers following the 2002 - 03 Worlds held at McCrae.
McCrae sailors have been strongly represented at all B14
World titles since 2002. Guy Bancroft consistently a top 3
placegetter with podium finishes from Scott Cunningham.
McCrae now boasts the most successful B14 fleet in the world.

C cats - a Cunningham designed 12 foot hull which looked like a shortened 'XY' with no hull protruding
past the back beam. It had a “C” on the sail and was sloop rigged. It was 2 handed with flat spinnaker.
Commodore Laurie Rowland's son had one.

C Class Catamaran - International
There have been many of these craft (25’ long, 14’ wide with 40’ high rigs, sailed by only two, one on
trapeze) on the Club’s register, despite their huge size. The earliest was one
moored off Anthony’s Nose – a lateen rigged craft to a design by the “Wizard
of Bristol”, the legendary America’s Cup designer Nathaniel Herreshoff.

The class began as the RYA (Royal Yachting Association) 300 class – a catamaran with 300 square feet
of sail. None had been built before they were nominated in 1960 as the class in which the ICCT (the
Little America’s Cup) was to be sailed. Before the first match in 1961 (between UK and USA) the class
was “adopted” by the IYRU as an international class designated “C” (hence “C Class”).
The first of the class to be actually stored at the club were Nicholas II and Quest III in 1977. A special
temporary yard was built for them beside the tractor shad, as they could not fit through the gates. Since
then, there have been C Class cats on the register every time there has been a challenge for or defence of
the Little America’s Cup by Australia until 1996, because all Australian teams in those years were based
at and comprised members of the Club.
Figure 16 - Nicholas II

Cherubs
Have been sailed at McCrae since the early 1970's. Famous sailor names include Ian Cunningham and
Guy Bancroft
Contender - International
Ben Lexen designed this boat to participate in an IYRU series of races in
1965 to select a contender to take the place of the Finn for the Olympic class.
The Contender was chosen over all the other boats to do that. Originally it
was light and made of plywood (in the mid 60s), but then they made it heavy
so that it could be made out of made out of fibreglass and mass produce it.
There has usually been one or two Contenders racing at the Club ever sine the
class was founded.

Corsair
The Club purchased a pre-loved Corsair which they named “Nigel” and used it
at the sailing school for many years before retiring it to the Rosebud Yacht
Club.

Delta
Members sailing a Delta include Marcus West, Brett Bancroft and Jane Langley and Jo Randall.

Elwood Junior
A Cunningham “junior” design developed at Elwood Sailing Club. Sailed at McCrae by (among others)
Chelsea Candy and Kane Candy. Young sailors Arlene Cook and Andrew Bird vied for several seasons
for first place in this class, watched by enthusiastic fathers Bob and Peter, then crewing McConchie.

Fairy Penguin
Finn
Jack Purnell …….Legend.

Fireballs

Flying Ants
A popular boat for junior sailors sailed by Guy Bancroft sailing with
brothers Brett and Scott. Ben and Julian d’helin, Aaron Smith and the
Roberts family were heavily involved with Flying Ants. Others who sailed
Flying Ants were Cam Myles, Chris Mason, Dee Mason and Jeff Owen
and later Rhys Bancroft and Andrew Churcher.

Figure 17- Flying Ant - Rhys
Bancroft & Daniel Grigg

Flying Dutchman
Once an Olympic class – a true classic. Two handed, one on trapeze, round bilged with flattish bottom –
fast and powerful; with a very large jib and balloon spinnaker. Not popular at the Club because of its cost,
but Handley Lack raced one at the Club in the 1990s.

Flying Junior
First class that Ian Ravenscroft sailed. – never saw it again. (GB)

G.P. 14
A UK design by Jack Holt. A precursor of the Pacer. Don Grieg sailed a GP 14 at the Club with daughter
Anne in the 1960s

Gwen
The Gwen 12 was designed by Charlie Cunningham and was one of the original classes sailed at McCrae
by Ross Suter. Philip and Geoff Hughes started sailing their first Gwen “Lindylou” at the Club in 1964.
The Gwen raced in the mixed B Division fleet against the Moth, VJ, GP14 and Lazy E (later National E).
The racing was always keen and the Hughes learned a lot from the older more experienced sailors in the
other classes. During this period other notable Gwen sailors from McCrae included Philip and Trevor
Jones, Kevin and Chuck Collison and Ron Coleman. The Hughes second Gwen was built by Harold Lang

at Sorrento and called Concorde. They won a number of National titles with her. They subsequently built
two Gwens for themselves, the last Gwen being fibreglass and won the last Victorian championship held
in 1980.
Graduate
The Dolphin, Cobra and Mosquito were the dominant 16’ catamarans classes when Peter Lain designed
the Graduate. It was a lovely boat and McCrae soon had a number, including Barry Scarpella, Max
Owen, John Richards, Phil Holmes and a couple of others. They dominated the 16’ fleet for a number of
years and Peter Lain even won the State “A” Class title against the 18’ A Class of the day.
International Canoe (10 sq metre)
The International Canoe is a restricted single handed monohull class, developed from sailing canoes in
the 1930s. It is limited in sail area but free in rig design and hull shape. Until the foil Moth appeared, it
was the fastest single hulled, single handed sailboat class. The famous English designer, Uffa Fox, made
his early reputation in the class.
In the early 1960's Rob McConchie, after extensive tank testing created his own hull design, and built
four International Canoes, which were raced for some years at McCrae. As far as is known only two other
International Canoes were built in Victoria in this period. Other canoe sailors were Peter Randall and Phil
Evans.
Bruce Hurst and Mike Dovey got together and produced three – one was red, one was yellow and one was
white – fibreglass with a wooden top.

Javelin
Neil charge sailed one with his daughter

Kitty Cat
A 12 ‘ Cat with Spinnaker

Laser
A very popular International class with sailors of all ages with the range of rigs from 4.7 to radial to full
rig, allowing teenagers, women and older adults to enjoy their sailing. Several McCrae skippers have
spend many years in Lasers and some of these include – John Mason, John d’Helin, Geoff Walker.
Lazy E’s (1970-1990)
The Lazy E was a two handed plywood dinghy designed by the famous British designer Jack Holt.
Legend has it that, when he had finished his drawings, he was doodling while seeking inspiration for a
class name. his doodling produced an “E” on its back – hence “Lazy E”

Frank Bancroft recalls: Lazy Es at McCrae: In the mid sixties two well known and respected Sorrento
yachties, Mike Sherloch and Don Clark created a great deal of enthusiasm in a group of McCrae sailors,
regarding the merits of Lazy Es. Consequently, a winter building cooperative was formed, consisting of:Fred Beel, Ron Coleman, Doug Lee, Max Jones, and Frank Bancroft. Fred Beel’s plumbing business,
offices and workshop, combined with Max Jones’ joinery shop were the main centre of activity. A can-do
mob, plenty of industry, skills, wonderful camaraderie, lots of laughs, launched five Lazy Es, which
became one of the more successful classes at McCrae.
Some other skippers were: Doug Guy; Peter
Bird; Don Norton; Frank Barbero; Handley
Lack; Bill Payne and Chris Davies.
Doug Guy recalls: Chris (skipper) and Geoff
Davies, brothers who were always hard to beat
but who continually argued loudly with each
about what they should do all around the
course, which sometimes was an advantage to
others as it let us know what they intended to
do, However on one particular day the
arguments got so bad that Geoff ,to our
amazement yelled “ you do what you like I’m
off ”, at which stage he jumped off the boat
and swam to shore, leaving Chris to sail on
alone.

Figure 18 - L-R - Bill Payne, Frank Bancroft, Ron Brown

Lightweight Sharpie
Our most successful Sharpie sailor is Ian Ravenscroft

Minnow
This was a popular boat in the mid 1980s with junior sailors and quickly replaced the Northbridge Junior
as the boat of choice for kids.

Mirrors (Nov 1971)

Moth – November 1971 Beacon – Pete Rostron.
Neil Wilson recalls that when he was sailing a Moth his main opposition was
Frank Bancroft and he was a very tricky opponent. Frank, when officer-of-the
day, (back then you could be OOD and race) used to set a course that favoured
a particular tack, because his Moth went like a rocket on the that tack, and the

race had to be over quickly or shorten the course because his Moth would become water logged if the
race dragged on. That year there was an incredible number of shortened courses! Defamation
proceedings underway!!

Musto Skiff

Northbridge Junior
The Northbridge Junior (NBJ) was the first training boat at the Yacht Club with many being used in the
Cadet Classes of the 70’s and 80’s.
In the late 70’s a club building program conducted by John and Graham Mason saw ten boats built by
parents for their kids in the Cadets. This sudden interest in the class saw the formation of the Northbridge
Junior Association, with Max Owen as President and Rosemary Mason as Secretary. We soon had 40
odd boats at our State Titles and the NBJ was proving to be the fastest 8’ boat at the V.Y.C. events. The
V.Y.C. yardsticks for 1979/80 were NBJ. 164, Minnow 167, Sabot 168 and the Optimist 176.
The NBJ Assoc. offered the first three placegetters in the State Titles a trip to Sydney to
compete at Northbridge Yacht Clubs NBJ
week. Tim Condon, Jeff Owen and Reece
James (Sorrento) were the winners so John,
Ro and Dee Mason, and Max, Sandra and
Cam Owen headed off to Sydney in two cars,
a campervan a trailer and five NBJ’s.
A great time was had by all including our five
skippers finishing in the top six of the event
On the way home through Sydney Max’s car towing the NBJ trailer stopped quicker than John’s towing
the camper, Damaged the trailer but not the NBJ’s, they were tough.
In Sydney we visited Frank Bethwaite the designer of the NBJ and many other popular boats. Frank
would not hear of us building a fibreglass NBJ because it would make all the existing boats outdated.
John is still pondering Frank’s reply to our request “John, you consider what will be the football field of
the eighties?” Here we are in 2010 and still do not know what he meant.

P-Class Trainer
An eight foot, (2.5 metre) trainer very popular in New Zealand. Memory has it that there was only one in
the Club. Being fibreglass (they were usually plywood) it was so heavy that it could hardly move, but it
was indestructible!

Pacer

Pacer sailing has produced successful National Title sailors such as Ian Ravenscroft, Ian, Scott and David
Cunningham, Guy and Claire Bancroft, Simon Merritt and Jess Vincent. The Class for some years has
formed the backbone of sail training at McCrae. Many, many sailors owe their beginnings to the Pacer.

Paper Tigers
In the early 70’s Barry Scarpella introduced the first Paper Tiger into McCrae. Max Owen had the next
and Robert Ellenby built three, one for himself and one for each of his boys. Arount then, the class took
off all over the Bay and soon there were good fleets at Safety Beach, Rosebud, Rye, Sorrento and Mt
Martha as well as other clubs around the bay. The Interclub regattas were fantastic with large competitive
fleets of Tigers. Interesting to note that most of the boats originally were home built from ply and were
painted many different colours and often featured large names down each side.
They have proved to be one of the most popular and successful classes in our club. Many of our skippers
have won State, National and Interdominion titles over the years and McCrae still dominates the class at
the top level.
One day when Barry Scarpella was sailing Tigers, the OOD cancelled the race because it was too rough.
Bazza stated “But my Mum’s going overseas today” so he set off to the channel to wave her goodbye as
her ship passed the Hovell Pile. That night at the Captain’s Table Mrs. Scarpella proudly announced that
her son had waved her ship away. The Captain’s comments at the time are not available.
McCrae sailors have been at the very top of the class as a whole since Paper Tigers came to McCrae Neil Williams, Bryan and Peter Anderson, Warwick Lyon, Ben Deed, Mark and Ron Wiggins come to
mind as reliable top ten placegetters at the Nationals with many of them winning multiple International
Titles as well. Bryan over many years has proven he is the best Paper Tiger skipper in history with 7
National victories in the 40 yrs since the Tiger was first built. Currently Jason Dunsmore and Luke Stout
are our most successful locals with numbers currently around 10 boats, a big fall from our hay days of 2530 boats week to week. In fact it was like a mini state titles every week, this certainly bought the fleet up
to speed with many good placings at all major events. McCrae has long been the preferred Club to hold
International regattas with the Kiwis preferring McCrae over any other Victorian clubs they have sailed
at, due its professional approach to running races. We have had many other sailors who have bobbed up
from time to time and my apologies for not remembering them, however the ones mentioned stand out in
my mind

Payne Mortlock Canoe
Like an International Canoe but 20’ long with three crew, two hiking planks and a flat reaching
spinnaker. Sailed by Rob McConchie in the first few seasons before he built an Yvonne. Graham Candy
recalls looking under his boom as he was sailing his Moth to see the Payne Mortlock powering by under
his lee, with two men on the fully extended hiking planks and one straddled face down between them,
looking at the water.

Quest B2

The Quest B2s raced at many clubs around Australia but between 1971, when
the class began, and the early 90s, the biggest fleet has been at McCrae. In all,
twenty boats were built by Club members between 1971 and 1981. Some of
those who sailed QB2’s were Graeme Fraser, Graham Candy, Doug Smith,
Dave Churcher, John McConchie
The Quest B association conducted the inaugural ‘QB Legends Challenge” at
McCrae in March 1995. Selected old salts sailed on one of the current fleet of
QB3’s in a friendly, but feisty, club race. Each ‘legend’ selected a card from
an unmarked envelope, which displayed the sail number of their mount for the
race. The ‘legend’ then had the choice as to whether he skippered or crewed on the boat selected.

Quick Cat
In the early days of McCrae the most popular catamaran sailing on the bay was the Cunningham designed
Quickcat. This was a 16’ply hull and deck with wooden beams. The Elwood Sailing Club was the
strongest Quickcat Club at the time. However, McCrae had the prototype – owned by Pat and Anne
Galbally. At McCrae, the XY16 was more popular, for some reason, but notable Quickcat sailors in the
Club included Rob Crompton and his brother Steve, Dave and Peter Hosking and Ed Candy,

Rainbow
Similar to a scaled down Fireball, only a few were sailed at the Club, but it was sailed by the Miller
family.

Sabre
The mid 1970s saw an influx of Sabres to the Club and 1978 showed 51 Sabres on the Club register. This
single handed monohull was, and still is, very popular with skippers of all ages.
Beacon - November 1978 - Two years ago the Bancrofts dominated the Sabres
with Frank, Guy and Brett providing a formidable trio. Unfortunately (or
should I say fortunately) Brett left to chase girls, Guy has bought a Contender
and now only Frank is left to keep the flag flying. But as we leave the Bancroft
era it looks as though the Stapleton period is just beginning. With mum (Joy)
in the finishing box and dad (Barry), Peter and Ross mixing it out on the water,
there is little doubt that the name Stapleton will soon be a force to be reckoned
with in Sabres.
The class remains strong at the Club, providing an opportunity for champions
“between boats” and popular with the women, novices and old boys in a class that is both easy to sail and
difficult to sail well.
Sailfish

Seafly Dinghy (Graham Mason) November 1973 (Beacon)
Designed in UK in 1961, the Seafly was introduced into Australia in 1963. The first boat on the bay was
“Jasper” built by Harold Lang for John and Graham Mason. It was sailed off the beach at Rosebud for
many years and proved seaworthy, quite sporty, lots of fun and very heavy.
In 1969 the first Seafly came to McCrae. This was the ”Seahound” owned by Bruce Doreian. It sailed
alone at the Club for several years until 1972 when it was joined by “DeeII” and “JasperII. A Seafly hull
is 14’ 9” long and 5’8” beam with spinnaker. Racing crew is 2 but 6 can cruise in it at a pinch.
John and Graham Mason won the “Seafly” State Championships at Mt Martha in the mid 1970s. Their
success however, was not without event, as in one heat the rudder gudgeon broke on the first reach when
they were gybeing at the windward mark. So…. They removed the bungs, threaded the spinnaker sheet
through the bung holes, and strapped the rudder to the back of the boat. During this time they lost 5
places, but with “brilliant” sailing – they won.
The McCrae Seafly flock made many trips to Canberra to sail National Championships on Lake burley
Griffin.

Sparrow

Tasars
2004/05 saw a regular Tasar fleet of 6-8 boats and a separate start from the Lasers. Tasar worlds held in
Darwin.

Vagabond
V.J. (Vee Jay)

Windsurfers
Peter Ellenby had the first windsurfer at the club in and a year later Guy Bancroft bought one. He
remembers wheeling it down to the club – even though it was closed for the winter and having to go
home for a hot shower. Anne West was another enthusiastic windsurfer.

XY16s
A new Cunningham design, with hulls built out of a new material
fibreglass, the XY was developed and several boats were built at

McCrae. Doug Lee, Graham Candy, Graeme Fraser, Neil Wilson, Graeme Heath and Simon McKeon
were among early XY sailors. In June 1972 there were 24 mono and sloop XYs in the yard, with 5-10
each race day.
Yvonne

Assorted trailer sailers.
McCrae generally remained an off the beach club as there isn’t the launching facilities or deep water for
launching the larger trailer sailers or keel boats. But that did not stop some trying –
However, trailer sailers raced for the Club in the InterClub regattas at other venues, helping the Club to
become a frequent winner. Boats on the register have included RL 24s, Noelex 25s, a Farr 5000, a
Windrush 600 cat and a Trailertri 680
In 1978 Frank Bancroft had a Boomerang 20 that he anchored off the club for a few years.
Doug Lee had a RL24 and in jest invited Graham Mason to sail the Whitsunday Islands with him. To his
surprise Graham (who did not own a suitable boat at the time) said yes. Graham bought a Farr 6 and away
they went flying the McCrae flag up north.
Both Doug and Graham graduated to Nolex 25’s that they used for cruising and sailed at the Club from
time to time. Doug now has his third RL24 that can be seen at the Club when the weather is suitable.
Rob Churcher owned a (TBA) during the 1980s and this is what first gave David Churcher his taste of big
boat sailing.
Graham Candy owned several trailable boats that he campaigned in major races like the Marley Point
Race and Round French Island race. His boats included a Windrush 600 catamaran, Trailertri 6800
trimaran, Seaway 25 and more recently a Nolex 25.
Steve Berryman decided to try trailer sailors in 2010 when he bought a Dennis 20 but after getting seasick
during the Club Marathon and then having the boat sink at the moorings he gave the idea away.
Several other club members have bought trailer sailers over the years, but for a variety of reasons, have
given up the idea

Stories from various sailing events
Marathon
Several people have strong memories of the Marathons. Barry Stapleton recalls being race officer and
having boats in the shipping channel in fairly light airs. There were no ships in sight but the State
Government’s patrol boat “Bowen”, nearly 20 metres long and three decks high, appeared in the distance
and ranged alongside. A voice boomed from high above asking what was being done to get them out of
the channel. Barry advised he had a flag up which meant that the boats were supposed to follow his
patrol boat out of the channel. The government official on board grunted and handed Barry a pamphlet
on safe boating in Port Phillip, whereupon “Bowen” trundled off.

The Morning Glory
Beacon - February 1979
The Morning Glory Race was a try out this year and by popular request will be included again next year.
The action started on the beach at 4.30am when the first
boats were rigged by torch light. The “O.O.M” (Officer of
the Morning) John Mason (who obtained the honour by
missing the meeting at which the roster was drawn up) left
the beach in the dark at 5.00am and laid a course by spot
light and guesswork (since he could not read the compass
in the dark). By 5.30am (briefing time) you could almost
see the white pole off the Club (if you stared hard
enough). The briefing was short while the O.O.M.
indicated where he thought he had laid the course. The
water was mirror calm with a 1 mph breeze drifting from the south. Twenty-five boats started and 2 hours
later the course was shortened after only one triangle.
During the bacon, egg and champagne breakfast which followed, the trophies were awarded in
accordance with the O.O.M’s personal unbiased handicap system which had a multiplication factor of 3
for any skipper who offered him a drink.

The Commodores Northbridge Challenge
It was one stormy day in about 1987 when three Ex Commodores (I think for this story they should
remain nameless) were standing on the upper deck observing the waves crashing in to the pole with such
force that the spray at times obliterated it from sight. The days racing had been called off, but yet, it was
warm and sunny, and they contemplated, that they would go sailing anyway. Then one said to the other,
“we could just sail out round the pole”. Then another said “we could make it a race” then the third said
“why don’t we race to the pole and back in Northbridges”. The plan was formed and the game was on.
They each arranged to borrow a boat and away they went. But alas the waves they had seen from the
balcony they now realized were much bigger from water level. Well to cut a good story short none of

them even reached the pole. Graham Mason broke his boom, Doug Guy broke his rudder and John Mason
broke his mast, and they all spent hours in the workshop over the next week repairing the borrowed boats.
The moral of this story is: “ be careful who you lend your boat to”

The longest start line
One of the longest start lines ever set at McCrae was in 1979 when Graham Mason was Officer of the
Day (OOD) for the Sabre State Championships. There were 115 entries and the Class Association insisted
that all boats were to start on the same line in one division. The rule at the time was that the start line was
required to be the aggregate length of all boats starting plus 10%, making the line some 1,600 feet (about
480 metres). Measuring this line became a challenge and John Mason designed and built a bomb sight
(that the “dam busters” would have been proud of) to accurately measure the length of the line.
With the line set, the OOD commenced the start sequence but found that with so many eager sailors over
the line at the start there was nothing else to do but signal a general recall. The next three starts were also
general recalls. In those days there was no “black flag” rule in the starting procedure, and with his
patience running out, Graham positioned more rescue boats at each end of the line to record the premature
starters, and let the fleet go. When the yachts returned to the beach after the race they found on the notice
board, a list of 41 disqualified premature starters. Not one of the sailors lodged a protest, and there were
no further premature starters for the remainder of the entire series. (move to Part 2)

Club Cruises (as described by Graham Candy)
The Club was formed to “promote sailing in all its forms”, right? So cruising is part of sailing, right? So
should we include a “Club Cruise” in our 1962 sailing program? Great idea!
Only problem with that concept (which we found out later by experience) is, which way would you go on
a cruise from McCrae? Geelong is a bit far, likewise the Mud Islands if the forecast is a bit “iffy”, so the
basic options are:
A. turn left, sail for a couple of hours along the beach, have lunch and turn back; or
B. turn right, sail for a couple of hours along the beach, have lunch and turn back.
Both seem fairly safe, on first impressions, if a little boring. In theory, yes, but in practice, on a summer
day, not so easy! Go upwind first (whichever way that is) and you have a wet ride to begin with - not
good for the crew, wife and/or kiddies looking forward to a nice day out and by the time you arrive, the
bag in which you have so carefully stowed the lunches will have filled with sea water (trust me – I
know!). Go downwind first (remembering the old saying that a gentlemen would never sail to windward)
and the day will start nicely, the lunches (and companions) may stay dry and the breeze gentle. but you
still have to get back. Without a wind change, that will be (yes, you have guessed it) beating to
windward!.
BUT, whichever way you go, while you stop on a sunny beach to enjoy a pleasant picnic, the sea breeze
will be quietly and inevitably building offshore, guaranteeing you (if you are somewhere near Rye) a

hairy gybe in shallow water to turn for home and an even hairier ride home or, if you are somewhere near
Safety Beach, a long hard cold beat back to McCrae in a steadily rising wind.
Either way, chances are, you will end up on a beach somewhere short of McCrae, scrounging for coins to
make a call home to ask someone (anyone) to bring the car and trailer to rescue you and your unhappy
passengers. At the end of the day, if you are a philosophical type, you will consign the whole experience
to the bin marked “It Seemed Like A Good Idea At The Time”, while your crew/partner and other
passengers put it in their bins marked “Never Again”.
Consequently, the Club Cruise appears only occasionally on our club sailing program, usually after we
have elected a Sailing Committee with a collective short memory.
However, we did not know all this in 1962, when we were young and innocent.
The first cruise as told by Graham Candy
It was a beautiful sunny January day when we set out, heading for Rye. Twelve boats bravely set out on
our first big adventure – a Gwen (with our first Club Captain, Ross Suter at the helm and his new wife
(yes) on board), a few Moths, including Frank Bancroft and Bruce Gilpin, a Sabot and a couple of VJs. I
was sailing on a VJ with Lyn Dugay. A VJ is sort of like a cut down Cherub, or an old fashioned Flying
Ant, with no cockpit to speak of – basically just a flat deck, a couple of toe straps and a lot of sail.
Some of us had the foresight to tie our lunches to the masthead. But as we forged further west, the wind
rose, and rose, and rose a little more. Bit by bit the casualties mounted, with boats scattered along the
beaches of Rosebud, West Rosebud and Tootgarook, succumbing to breakages or the pleas of the crew.
Finally, two arrived at the destination, rounded Rye Pier and headed for the safety of the beach. I was on
one of them and Bruce Gilpin and crew on his Moth, was the other.
Lunch beckoned but as we had gone over a few times, it was wet, salty and entirely inedible. However,
being hungry, we ate it. Meanwhile, the sea breeze kept freshening, as it does off Rye in summer, but
being offshore, its strength was not immediately visible to us on the beach, although we could see white
caps on the horizon.
The trip back
Two pm and time for departure. Trouble was, as we had rounded the pier when coming in we were on its
western side, the only way home was to sail out to sea on a port reach until clear of the pier, gybe and
then point towards McCrae. In such small and unstable boats in such a strong wind (it must have been at
least 25 knots), this was going to be a challenge. Had we stayed on the McCrae side of the pier, we could
have just shoved off in shallow water, pointed east and hung on for the ride.
However, we were where we were, and it was going to be a long way home. In those days, we were so
confident and inexperienced that we had no back up plan, so we pushed off and walked both boats out
through the shallows. Bruce went first, cleared the pier, gybed violently, kept his mast pointing skywards
and disappeared in a cloud of spray towards the east, his mast bowing alarmingly forward. Lyn and I
were next. We tried and we tried and we tried, but couldn’t control the boat in the shallow water. After a
couple of wild gybes and many capsizes (most in waist deep water), we saw that, if we could not keep the
boat upright out beyond the pier, we faced a long cold overnight drift north, all the way to Melbourne.

So, we pulled the pin on that idea, went back to the beach, scrounged a few coins, rang home from the
Rye pub and carted the boat back to McCrae sticking out the back of a station wagon.
Score for the cruise: 12 started out, 2 arrived, one got home - casualty rate 91.77%. Non-sailing crew
members who swore never to do it again: 100%. Still, I quite like cruising… Perhaps we should ask the
Sailing Committee to organise another one.

The Mud Island (booze) Cruise - Jim West
It was a beautiful McCrae summers day during the 1968/69 sailing season and a BBQ trip to Mud Island
was scheduled----the plan was for the sailors to set off in the lovely 10 knot breeze and the “Brick” (the
old ‘Lady Mac’) would follow via Rye with all the vitals and BBQ gear meeting up again at the Island at
approx 12.00pm. On the way Q590 crewed by JW&AH along
with XY sloop crewed by BN, GR and some kid made a detour
via the Fort.
After a quick look around the place we set sail for Mud Island
and after several groundings on the ever present sandbars we
finally arrived at our destination. I might add that typical of a
summer’s day the wind was slowly dying off. A wonderful
BBQ lunch was had
by all and by the
time we had to
leave not only had the wind died but XY’s rear hatches make a
wonderful storage space for the beer supplies and certain
sailors were well imbibed as we paddled off-sails down,
towards the Fort while the “Brick” headed off via Rye again to
miss the bars. We again met up near the Fort and tied up in a
convoy behind the “Brick”, XY sloop Q590 a smaller cat a
GP14 and sundry smaller monos.
After we rounded the Fort and headed across towards the Hovell and South Channel mother duck and her
ducklings settled down to a comfortable tow and it was only as we started to dawdle across the channel
that we noticed ships approaching us from North and West but we should be able to make it, Wrong- as
Mud Island trips are renowned, the grog finally caught up with you know who and we had someone
behind the “Brick” broach smack bang mid-channel and the organised tow became a shambles. Well, as
we tried to re-establish order, (not easy with imbibed sailors) the 2 ships got closer and closer, so close in
fact, we had no alternative but to head up channel between them. I have to say I have never heard tow
lines and superstructures groan as much as they did that day as the combined washes assaulted the tow,
fortunately we all lived to sail another day. Note I have used initials to protect those involved but old
timers around the club will know their identities.)
The Mud Island cruise - Graham Candy
One day, we had a club cruise to Mud Island. The day was misty and
the winds very light. During lunch out on the island, the wind died
completely and the mist thickened, so that all land marks and channel

marks disappeared before the club fleet could set out for home, about 16 kilometres east southeast.
Lady Mac was the escort, so she hooked up all the boats – about 20 – and set off slowly on a compass
course back home with all her chicks in line behind. We received a call at the club for assistance and set
out into the fog to look for them. By following a compass bearing, we found them all about half way
home, choofing along on the other side of the channel. It was quite a
Figure 19 - 1973 - Mud Island
Cruise coming home - No wind,
sight as they emerged from the mist, with no land in sight in any
rain and under tow
direction – just water like a sheet of mercury with no horizon, as if in a
giant fish bowl. In that silver sea, the bow waves of all the boats curved back long and black, like a line
of ink, into infinity. I will never forget it.
Mud Island breakup - Simon McKeon
It was the summer of 1973/74. I had just completed year 12 and had also just completed the Frankston to
St Leonards catamaran race in my old XY16 “Yasmar”, which my father, Charles, had kindly bought for
me from Horst Kopp.
A week or two later, after having flogged Yasmar around the Bay, a beautiful day beckoned for the
annual Mud Island (technically, the correct term is “Mud Islands”!!) cruise.
In appreciation of my father’s kindness, I asked him to come with me. We had a beautiful sail out, had a
walk around Mud Island looking at the bird nests, watched the stingrays sunbaking in the shallows and
enjoyed our lunch with other Club members. A nice sea breeze came up for the sail back and we started
flying towards the lighthouse – Charles was happily sitting on the rigid board (no trampolines!) between
the hulls and I was astride the hiking plank.
In the end, it actually happened quite quickly – one moment we were sailing along, but then without
warning the three plywood beams collapsed simultaneously and as the mast tumbled down and I fell into
the water, the last thing I saw was Charles becoming sandwiched between the two hulls. Indeed, as I fell
into the water and then surfaced, all I could see was Charles’ head poking up between two sandwiched
hulls and he was literally wedged and unable to move. It was a touch disturbing at the time, but looking
back it had a humorous side.
After extricating Charles, we set about to secure all the bits and pieces and actually made a bit of a raft so
that we could at least both sit on something. Once this was done, we gazed around and noticed that we
were actually drifting quite quickly with an outgoing tide and, interestingly, we were headed directly for
the Fort. 15 minutes later we jumped off our raft and swam onto the rocks around the base of the Fort.
Being a nice day, there were one or two boats around and we hitched a ride back to Rye with a trailer
sailer, and then further hitch-hiked back to McCrae along the Nepean Highway.
On the way back, I felt mixed emotions. I had become attached to Yasmar over the previous 3 years but,
frankly, it was by then an outdated design and it was in decline as a racing class. Indeed, I was starting to
look forward and thinking that with a modest insurance payout, it might be an opportunity for something
else. I imagined filling out the insurance form “boat last seen sinking near the Fort”…..
We reached the Club and I think I recall Rosemary Mason coming down the stairs from the Tower saying
“Simon, we have some wonderful news”. I said “Rosemary, what’s that?”

Rosemary said “Graham (Mason) has found your boat and is proceeding slowly to tow it back to the
Club”.
I was crestfallen. I was actually looking forward to filling out that insurance form saying “last seen
sinking near the Fort”.
But from my perspective, everything did end up happily, in that by the time poor Yasmar hit the beach at
McCrae, it was obvious to everyone that its racing days were well and truly over. And I was free to go
sailing QB2s!

1995 QB Legends Challenge - Richard Nicholson
The inaugural QB Legends Challenge was held on 25 March 1995. The weather early in the day was
terrible, but Huey smiled on the old boys and by the time the Legends assembled on the beach the sun
was making an attempt to peek through the clouds and the wind certainly wasn’t going to cause anyone
any concern. In fact, Graeme “Typhoon” Fraser was heard mumbling under his breath that Graham
“Doldrums” Candy might have had some say in the lack of wind.
The boat selections were:
Graham Candy
Raw Energy
Graeme Fraser
Slick Willie
Jeff Williams
Decadence
John McConchie
Beez Kneez
Trevor Rust
Take Five
John Warnock
Newman Plumbing
Barry Marmion The Tardis
Guy Bancroft
Tandarra Cabinets
Immediately after the boats left the beach, a nasty front moved through the fleet and stayed until just after
the start. However, this was luck, because had the front arrived before the boats left the beach our
numbers might have reduced dramatically!
The dramas started early, with Graeme Fraser returning to the beach before the start with a broken mast
head fitting, and Guy Bancroft being unable to continue also. However, the front passed, Friz made it to
the start after running repairs, and we were set for action. Graham Candy got the best of the start and was
the first to the windward mark, with Graeme Fraser and Barry Marmion soon in the thick of it also.
The wind was around 10 knots for most of the race, with McCrae turning on one of its infamous “shifting
wind” days. As the race grew older, the Legends got quicker as they re-acquainted themselves with their
not-so-familiar surroundings. In fact Friz, initially a littled unsettled at the helm, was soon asking crew
Chris Culph to “make this thing go!”
Graham Candy had an absolute stranglehold on the event, but managed to snatch defeat from the jaws of
victory on the second last leg and allow arch rival Graeme Fraser through to take the smoke. Trevor Rust
(with Jeff Williams at the sharp end after some post-selection haggling) finished a creditable third, which
was a good result given that Decadence was a fair way behind during the middle of the race, and the
minor placings were filled by Barry Marmion, John Warnock and John McConchie.

Rescues and Tall Tales
A McDuff story
One day in 1964, during the Attunga 20 Championship series, it blew up a storm. The wind was blowing
from the north west, the halyards were clanking and everyone was standing around with hands in pockets
waiting for the Race Officer to finally decide that there would be no sailing that day. We saw a big red
spinnaker rolling towards us out of the haze from the direction of Melbourne. There were also a few of
vague white sail like shapes behind, so it looked like the big boats were racing from Sandringham to
Blairgowrie.
The red spinnaker rounded the Hovell Light and promptly vanished. A few of us admired the speed of the
spinnaker drop, but Paul Milsom, up on the tank stand on top of the shed (our “tower” in those days)
yelled: “They sank! they sank! – I saw them go! Get the boat out!” Most of us did not quite believe him,
because, as far as we knew then, big keelboats did not sink in the bay. McDuff was on the water, but the
big brass were not keen about sending her out to the Channel in those conditions on what might be a wild
goose chase.
But Paul was adamant that whatever she was, she had gone down. Suddenly, over the noise of the wind
came a familiar pugpugpug sound as McDuff headed out to sea – her intrepid crew Bruce Nelson and Ed
Candy had defied orders, taken a bearing as best they could and were going to have a look.
McDuff was guided by radio as she had no visual on the boat.
All eyes were on McDuff (particularly up on the platform) as she ploughed out through the breaking seas,
heading resolutely for the Channel. By the time she got out there, she was disappearing in the troughs,
but Bruce Nelson was up on the foredeck, clinging grimly to the short mast, trying to see any signs that a
boat had sunk somewhere near there, while Edwin Candy on the tiller, was holding his bearing as best he
could.
Out in the Channel, McDuff burst through a wave crest and just about landed right on top of the boat’s
crew, who were clinging to floorboards and other debris to stay afloat. The navigation had been spot on!
The yacht had sunk, as Paul had said, right in the middle of the Channel. None of the other yachts in the
race had seen her go down. Like many on the beach, they just saw through the haze what looked like a
very fast spinnaker drop.
The yacht’s skipper, was hanging on to the only lifejacket that had found its way to the surface, and was
not letting anyone near him. Everyone else was clinging to whatever remained floating. Safety equipment
was not compulsory in those days.
The wet, cold but very relieved and grateful crew were hauled on board and brought back to McCrae to
be dried out. The Channel was closed to shipping for the night and the next day a tug appeared, lowered
a large cable, hooked the yacht with a grapple and dragged her clear. Not much was left of her by the
time that was done.

So ended our first sea rescue at the Club.
Another McDuff Story
Patrol boat recovery pre-tractor, was effected by a long, 25 metre length of substantially thick rope, on
which sailors and other members would haul across sand and rubber mats. This process reached an
extreme when, on one occasion, a strong, cold, and wet southwesterly cancelled racing for the afternoon.
One of the catamarans had turned over well out to sea in a very strong northerly so it was decided to send
McDuff to the rescue. She was launched in a hurry and away she went. Note: with all the enquiries made
to date no one can remember (or does not want to admit it) being the crew of the boat that day.

They had not reached the stricken cat when the motor stopped and as the crew went to investigate they
found the water filling rapidly above the floor boards. A quick try on the radio was fruitless because all
the electric's were dead. They managed to prevent the boat from sinking as they drifted toward the beach,
eventually coming ashore at Anthony's Nose.

Seeing McDuff so low in the water, it was obvious to those on the beach what had happened. The boat
had been launched with out the bung being put in! You see the bung had to be inserted (before launching)
from under the boat about half way along the keel and was impossible to insert once at sea. Frank
Bancroft who admits he was on the beach that day, organised a towing party to drag the trailer along the
beach and haul McDuff back from where she had drifted ashore. Use of said rope was called upon, and
the sight of a long line of Club members hauling, McDuff back to the clubhouse was something to see.
By the time they returned to the Club, Joe Randall had been home and made pots of hot soup and was
waiting for them on their return. So they sat around sipping hot soup discussing what they should have
done before they launched.
No one can remember if the Cat sailor got safely back to shore.
And one more McDuff Story
On another occasion in 1991, the whole Club had sailed to Mud Island for a picnic with Noel Allen as the
Officer of the Day. While the sailors were on the island enjoying themselves a strong southerly came up
which would have made it risky to sail the fleet straight back to McCrae. So Noel made the decision that
all yachts would be towed to Portsea to sail under the lee of the land back to McCrae. This involved
towing about 8 yachts behind each patrol boat. The tow went very well until it was noticed that McDuff
was missing and nothing had been heard from Barry Stapleton, the skipper, for some time. So Patona was
dispatched to find the missing McDuff.
Barry had been towing for about 40 minutes struggling against a strong out going tide when he noticed a
big puff of smoke coming from under the engine cover. Before he could do anything the engine stopped.
The fly wheel had cut through the main wiring loom and all electrics were dead which meant he was
unable to summon help on the radio.
Barry then realised that he and the 7 or 8 yachts he had been towing were drifting towards the heads and
would be outside within the hour. So he lowered the anchor and waited, and it was not long before Patona
appeared. The anchor had become fouled and it was impossible to pull up. The line had to be cut before

Patona could tow them all back to Portsea from where the yachts could sail on to McCrae and a long tow
could be arranged for McDuff.

A McArthur Story
In the year 2000 one stormy Saturday afternoon, a huge front came through with a wind of 45 knots. A lot
of boats were in trouble so some experienced skippers went out in McArthur to help with the rescue. John
Stanway was skippering McArthur and as he was negotiating the outer bank near the pole, they were
struck by a huge breaking wave that buried the front of the boat filling it to the top of the rubber
pontoons. A testament to the value of this type of boat is that John ordered the duck feet to be opened,
applied the power and emptied the boat very quickly. They continued on and made several rescues during
that afternoon.

Rick Churcher
Many Club members will remember the 4th Jan 1976 as the day Ricky Churcher went missing over night.
The day was just a pleasant sailing day with a steady 10 knot breeze. At the Club a fleet of 40 Moths were
sailing their State Championship while all the Club yachts had sailed to Safety Beach for our annual
Safety Beach visit.
It was about 3pm and the Moths were about half way through their race and although the sky was clear
there was an eerie feel about it. Graham Mason who was the OOD on that day, stood on the top of the
cabin of Patona and could see far to the south west a line of white water approaching. He called the fleet
at Safety Beach to warn them and immediately abandoned the Moth race. Initially the Moth sailors could
not understand why the race was abandon as the sky was clear and they were still sailing in a nice 10 knot
breeze. But when they saw the marks being pulled out and the patrol boats heading to the beach they all
followed. With almost all the Moths safe on the beach the area was struck with 50 Knot winds which left
no chance for small sailing boats still on the water.
With all the Moths safe, the task was then to help mop up what was left of the Rosebud fleet and then turn
our attention to assist the Safety Beach fleet that hadn't made it ashore in time. The next couple of hours
were very busy accounting for every boat that had been sailing at Safety Beach. We had just completed
the tally when Geoff Churcher advised that his brother Ricky had gone sailing in his Cobra Catamaran
and had not returned. This did not make sense because we knew all yachts were accounted for (even
though they were spread along the beach between Dromana and Safety Beach. We knew where they all
were!). Then Geoff informed us that Ricky had not been racing but had gone out for a sail and had not
told anyone which way he had gone.
Graham immediately sent a radio equipped team to Arthur's Seat to act as lookout and started another
beach search to determine if he had come ashore. Meanwhile the rescue boats continued to search the
local area.

By 6pm we had confirmed that Rick was not on the beach between Rosebud and Safety Beach. There had
not been a sighting from the lookout party and the boats had not seen anything at sea, so Graham called
the Coast Guard and the Police and advised them of the situation. It was still too rough to launch the
Coast Guard boat, and the police said they would see what they could do and would call back. With only
a couple of hours of light left Graham was not going to wait, he called the Radio Station 3UZ who were
operating a shark spotting plane that season and, although they could not do anything in the daylight that
was left, they agreed to send their plane up at dawn and search off Frankston and Mt Martha.
Graham felt this was the most likely location the boat would be blown to if it was still at sea. In the mean
time, our rescue boats were refuelled and prepared to go to sea again the next morning. Boat crews were
selected and sent home to sleep as best they could, so that they would be fresh for the 4.30am start the
next day.
By 4.30am on the Sunday the sea had settled, the crews were briefed and away they went to their
designated search areas. Patona had been searching the rocks and cliffs between Safety Beach and Mt
Martha. They had just reached Mt Martha when 3UZ called the Club to confirm that their plane had
sighted a dismasted catamaran a couple of miles off Davies Bay and the skipper was OK. What a sigh of
relief for all those involved.
Ricky had been sailing a couple of miles out from Anthony's Nose when the storm front arrived. He had
been dismasted, which rendered him almost invisible in a storm with white caps everywhere. Ricky was
not adequately dressed for cold night, but he protected himself by wrapping his sail around himself to
sleep for the night. He must have been delighted when he was woken by the sound of a siren from the
shark plane so early in the morning. You can be sure that the 4th Jan 1976 is a date that he will have not
yet forgotten.

Ricky version of the story:- Taken from the Beacon in 1974.
I was about 1.5 miles off shore directly out from the Yacht Club, when I realized that the wind was
freshening, and although there were a lot of boats still out I decided to head back closer to shore just to
play safe. As I tacked, one of the side stays gave way and the mast and sail fell across the boat. After the
initial shock I started to sort out the tangle and drag the mast and sail back on board. As I did so I cursed
the fact that I didn’t have a shackle key with me to undo the shackles, which Geoff and I had so carefully
tightened on the beach with a pair of pliers.
I initially wasn’t worried as there were still a number of other boats out, and I felt that someone would
see me and tow me in, so to keep occupied I did what I could to prepare the boat for towing. The wind
was increasing in strength quite rapidly and I noticed a squall line approaching. The increasing winds
had played havoc with the Moth fleet which had been racing, and as I watched the Patrol boats working
hard to assist the Moths, I realized that they were fully committed and that there was a possibility that I
would not be rescued before the squall hit. Without a shackle key there was little more I could do but sit
and wait for help to arrive. The wind was whipping the tops off the waves, and I soon became wet
through. I only had a life jacket, a pair of cut down jeans and sailing shoes on, and as these offered little
protection from the cold I was soon shivering violently. I then began to have the “what ifs” – What if the
boat broke up? – What if I was washed overboard? What if I was attacked by a shark? With my mind
rapidly jumping in all manner of horrible possibilities, I was soon the verge of panic.

My fears were soon realized when a wave caught the end of the mast and knocked me off the boat. I
scrambled back on board propelled as much by my fears as by my arms and legs, and I sat there shaken
and cold but the panic was gone. I set about tying the mast down properly which took some time and by
then the waves were breaking over the top of the boat. I took the lower couple of battens out and wrapped
the sail around me to try and get some shelter. I became frightened that the boat might break up and I
thought of tying myself on to the boat, but decided not to as I would be trapped underneath if a wave
tipped the boat over. My feet and hands became numb and I was scared I might not be able to hold on,
however much of this time remains a mass of confused and unrelated thoughts and facts.
Towards night-fall the winds began to abate, and I became conscious that the waves were no longer
breaking over the boat. I lifted the sail and could see that the wind was steadily dropping and the sky was
clearing. I began to feel more cheerful as I was convinced that the worst was over and it was now just a
matter of survival until I was found. I carefully checked the boat and was relieved to find that it had come
through the battering of the waves unscathed. When darkness fell the lights twinkled along the shore, and
they seemed so close that I almost considered swimming, but my faith in the boat, and some vaguely
remembered advice to stay with the boat when in trouble, convinced me that I should remain where I was.
Without some form of signal light there was nothing I could do to attract the attention of anyone who
could be searching for me, and I began to wonder what my brother Geoff was doing to help me.
It was almost too cold to sleep but I forced myself to remain awake and alert. To keep occupied I tried to
recognize the shoreline and so gauge my rate of drift. The lights helped a lot, and although I was never
absolutely sure where I was, I was able to work out that I was drifting quite quickly up the Bay towards
Frankston. I seemed to be paralleling the coastline which was some relief, as I didn’t relish the idea of
being forced onto the rocks along the shoreline. I was wearing a waterproof diver’s watch and found this
an immense help as I could judge how long it was until daylight and the search planes I felt would be
sure to be up.
It started to get light about 5.30am and I was able to recognize the big mass of land just south of Oliver’s
Hill. The light was almost an anti climax. I had waited so long for those first rays of dawn and the boats
and planes I had expected would accompany it, and here it was daylight and no one in sight. I began to
wonder if people were searching for me. A couple of times I thought I heard a plane but each time when I
threw back the sail, the sky was empty and I felt that my tired mind was playing tricks on me. However,
finally I did hear a plan and this time I was sure, and there was the 3UZ plane overhead. I waved to him
and he circled and flew low over me sounding the shark siren. I never thought that I would be glad to
hear that sound, but I was that morning and I was so relieved and grateful that someone cared.
I think the essence of this whole drama was summed up in those words “someone cared”. I have not
attempted to mention people specifically in this article, because I felt to mention some and perhaps others
unknowingly would be unfair. Every person involved helped in so many ways, and we would both like on
behalf of our family, to thank each and everyone – for caring.

Lyn Dugay & Bruce Hurst
One day in 1965, Lyn Dugay was racing his VJ in a club race with Bruce Hurst (then a snowy haired
youngster, not very experienced) as his crew. The VJ had a metal centreplate. Later versions used
duralium for the plate, but old VJs like Lyn’s usually had a steel plate.
It was a bit windy and cold. After they had capsized a few times, Lyn was struggling to stay afloat.
Cedric Candy saw they were in trouble and came charging across, hauling a fairly blue and shaken Lyn
aboard. By then, Bruce had drifted some distance away. Cedric called to him to swim over. He said “I
can’t – I’ll drop the plate!” He had taken literally Lyn’s instruction at the start of the race “whatever you

do, don’t drop the plate!” and was still treading water, hanging onto this heavy piece of steel. Cedric’s
response was “for Gawd’s sake, drop the b%$#@* thing L!”.
It took a couple of blankets and several cups of tea to thaw them both out when they eventually came
ashore, with the boat in tow (minua centreplate). –

True or not? –Graham Candy
One day when a dirty nor’wester was blowing and the fish were keeping their heads down, a single sail
was seen far out in the murk heading our way. The yacht surfed in, hit the beach in front of the club with
a resounding thud and three apparitions clad in ex-army great coats clambered out. “Where are you from”
we asked. “Port Melbourne” said their leader, taking a swig from a bottle in his hand and passing it to his
companions. “Where are we?” he then asked. When told “McCrae”, he scratched his head and said “How
close is that to Portarlingon?”. When we pointed across to the other side of the Bay, the intrepid travellers
made a few unprintable comments, turned their boat around and pushed off in the indicated direction.
Their boat was the predecessor of the present lightweight Sharpie – open hull, steel centreplate, no
buoyancy, no life jackets. We didn’t hear anything on the news that night about three maniacs lost at sea,
so they must have survived the trip.

Notable personalities
At the risk of missing out on someone, here are a few memorable characters around the Club.
Kathleen Candy
Cedric’s wife Kath was very active in the early years of the Club making
sandwiches and tea for social events, hosting many meetings at home and
supporting those who were new to the Club, helping them to mix. She had her
“spot” on the beach in front of the old Club and later, at the new site, just to the
east (Dromana) side of the mats, where she would sit with binoculars glued to her
eyes, watching every movement of her sons out on the water. At each place, she
would receive a steady stream of visitors who would come to sit with her for a
while, pass the time of day, then move on to complete whatever they were
intending to do before they stopped by.

Terry Collins
Terry sailed his Beneteau 405 S yacht “First Lady “ in the Sydney to Hobart and achieved a
commendable result for a first try. Flying the McCrae burgee all the way, (a world first), he achieved
16th in B Division and 41st overall (there were 300 entries). Terry donated his Mosquito class cat
“Terriatric” to the sailing school for sail or for sale and use of the funds.

Jill Crossland
Jill took on the role of Club promotion between 1997 and 2000 with much
enthusiasm and promoted the club far and wide – in newspaper, magazine
and on radio. She won the Yachting Victoria Media Person of the year in
2000 publicity and media reports on sailing. Jill created some lovely scrap
books of the club over those years, which are well worth looking at.

Mark Dods
Mark, with his background in electrical engineering and electronics, became a great asset to the radio
maintenance team. He was very much involved in the communications for the ICCT Defences and was
instrumental in establishing licensed local broadcast stations at the Club that included special frequencies
for on water commentators.
He was often seen around the Club with a screwdriver in one hand and a piece of technical measuring
equipment in the other.

Verna Ellenby

A Club “mother” for many years, she never set foot on a boat. However, she was renowned for being
even more vocal at the AGM than Cedric Candy, on matters of concern to her.
One of those issues was the lack of doors on the shower stalls in the
Ladies changerooms. As originally provided the room and facilities
were miniscule and inadequate with no door on the shower booth.
Verna took this up as a particular “cause” (to the gratitude of all the
women, sailors and others). Her view was “we ladies deserve better,
bigger and privacy”. She eventually got her way – doors were installed
– after a strident and hilarious presentation at an AGM on the modesty
issues faced by a mature lady in a
exposed shower stall. She then
painted a little ceramic plaque – a
cartoon of a scrawny and unclad, er, person desperately wielding a tiny
towel to preserve her dignity. It remained on the shower door in the
Ladies until their recent renovation when, regrettably, it disappeared.
She also painted that delightful little oil that hangs in the Club office,
showing the old Lady Mac emerging through the mist on a silver day
towing a gaggle of little and colourful “ducklings” back from Mud
Island.

John Equid
John and Nancy joined 1982 with their two sons Rodney and David, the latter
being a very competitive catamaran sailor at the Club. John joined Peter Bird
as co-skipper of Lady Mac where he stayed until Eastern Light came on the
scene. He was Yardmaster from 1987 to 1996.
He was an excellent 'boatman' and a very 'practical' man with boat
maintenance and around the yard. Nancy worked in the Race Control (very
efficiently) for some years. He was also a competent tractor driver and would
often re-lay the mats during the week on his own so that the rescue and sail
boats could be launched and retrieved on the Saturday.

Nigel Huggett
Nigel was a keen sailor in the Contenders and a great helper with the Sailing
School on Saturday mornings. He was especially good with those kids who
required that little bit of extra help and was always there to help in his quiet
unassuming way. He gave good advice to both experienced and novice race
officers. Gruff but with a heart of gold and loved a yarn during the no wind
times on the bay.

Rosemary Mason
One of the long serving “ladies of the tower” Rosemary was known as the Voice of
McCrae for her calming but professional radio manner.
She was the founding secretary of the Northbridge Junior Association and a member
of the VYC Youth Committee responsible for organising YVC training camps and
regattas. Rosemary became Secretary then Chairman of that Committee, organised
staffing, cooking and coaching rosters in Cooinda and other venues in Gippsland and
other places. Rosemary was also Secretary of the VYC Advanced Sailing Squad.

Ced and Byrl Merritt
Joined the club with their 3 sons in 1974 after being rescued off Anthony’s
Nose while out sailing in a Mirror. Ced and the boys build a 125 in their
family-room which Ced and Peter sailed together until Peter’s brother
Gavin took over Ced’s place and sailed with Peter for several years. Then
Jenny Lorimer (now Merritt) began sailing with Peter. Ced went onto
patrol boats, first McDuff, then McConchie then McRon with Byrl. After a
short stint on Eastern Light, Ced moved onto Lady Mac which was their
favourite boat. Byrl was busy on the social committee and canteen.
They were both very involved in the Little America’s Cup defence matches
at
McCrae in the 1980s and 1990s and then down at Sandy Point for the sailing speed trials. Ced and Byrl
spent around 18 years together on the patrol boats at McCrae. When the Sailing Committee began taking
finish results on the water, Ced and Byrl were given the job (at no extra pay) and methiodically clocked
every boat over the line, in Club races and championships. On one memorable occasion during the Laser
Nationals in 1998 doing finishes for over 200 Lasers, one capsized with the mast and sail laying over the
top of Lady Mac obliterating the finish line. Sorting out the times took a little while that day, but no-one
disagreed with their time or placing.

Peter Merritt
Peter has been involved with sailing at McCrae and
elsewhere for almost 30 years after joining with his

parents Ced and Byrl Merritt. Peter has a successful record of administration at McCrae, having held the
positions of Chairman of the Youth Committee, Club Captain, Rear, Vice & Commodore as well as long
term on the Sailing Committee. Peter joined the Board of Yachting Victoria and served as its President
from 2002-04.
His deeds in running and administering major events (including World titles and ICCT challenge events)
are probably second to none at McCrae. He has been a very strong quiet achiever. Peter continued to
serve on Sailing Committee and then General Committee. Peter and wife Jenny are regular crew on either
White Knight or McArthur

Maurie Myles
Was a professional signwriter and did all the Club signwriting. He painted Santa Claus on the new
clubhouse windows each Christmas and decorated many club members boats with their logos and
identification. His artistic ability showed in his recording of the yacht rounding’s during club races. He
would draw the class symbol for each yacht as it rounded the mark instead of writing the class name. At
the end of a long hot summer’s day, Maurie’s voice would come over the p.a. in a very tired voice saying
“would someone please pull on the rope to get the patrol boats out of the water”.

Mal O’Brien
A member of the club for many years, Mal left McCrae YC in 1991 to take on the role of Commodore of
the Peninsula Boat Club which operates and maintains the Boat Ramp at Anthony Nose. He was a
stalwart of our club over many years, mowing lawns, trimming edges, watering, mending the sprinkler
systems, repairing tractors, maintaining trailers, picking up rubbish and a great contributor towards
keeping our yards and surrounds neat and tidy.

Jo Randall
Along with her husband Sam, was an original member of the club and part of
the foundation upon which the club has been built.
Jo took up sailing herself, much later in life than most, and her quiet
determination to “complete the course” reflected her attitude to life. She was
one of those people of whom you were not particularly conscious that they are
around – no noise, a quiet smile, a concern for others, a helping hand held out,
a worry about our environment and it’s preservation.
Not generally known was her artistic talent and the different fields in which she pursued it. On many
walls and shelves there are reminders of her and her talents which are much treasured by their owners.
Jo was an inspiration to others with her determination to keep on sailing sailing a Northbridge Junior, a
Delta, an OK Dinghy, then a Sabre “Orangebox” that son Peter later sailed.

Sam Randall
was involved in many of the practical aspects of the Club. Not attracted to holding official positions in the
hierarchy, he none-the-less was the first Yardmaster and performed that role with distinction for many
years.
Sam Randall was a founding member – in fact he may have been the cause of the club being formed. He
probably organised the meeting that formed the club – he was definitely there at the meeting and agreed
to help run the new club. He was the yardmaster for the first 10 years or so – he handled the keys, opened
up and locked up, kept a close watch on everything (he was always dropping by on his way past,
weekdays and weekends) He also arranged for the shed to be built, the yard extended (several times), the
racks to be build and the gravel to be laid, mostly at no expense to the club, which certainly did not have a
lot of money at that time. His contribution was always quiet but very effective – part of the strong
foundation on which the present club has been built.
Sam was known to most of us as more than just a Yardmaster. Lost keys, the best way to store a boat,
how such and such should be fixed, and as one of the local spokesmen on all Club matters he proved a
good diplomat.

Fred Roth
Fred Roth started his sailing at McCrae in an unusual boat called a Woomera. He is well remembered for
his love of brandy and a cigarette and his skill in the building trade as a tiler. Fred installed on the front
his bulkheads, a waterproof container for storing “rollies”, the challenge then being, to judge the duration
of the forthcoming race so as not to run out of cigarettes. Always performing well in light weather, he for
a long while kept his secret of detecting the direction of the faintest breeze, by the drift of his cigarette
smoke.
Fred went on to sail a Sabre which he cleverly named FROTH. Fred passed away in 2001 and his
memories were celebrated with a service at the Club, culminating in a large crew in McDuff, toasting
Fred with a flask of Camus, and finally casting his ashes in Port Philip. Fred loved being a part of the
yacht club and as soon as the sun came out he was there chatting to people, checking out their boats and
soaking up the vitamin D. He contributed his tiling skills proudly to the Yacht Club, leaving his legacy
for many years to come.

John Stanway
John is mostly remembered for his rescue boat partnership with Peter
Sadler in McArthur. When the club purchased McArthur, John made it his
own and would be found in all weather skippering that boat or in the shed
keeping it in good order. He loved mucking around in boats. When
Georgiana was purchased, John and Peter graduated to the bigger boat and

the partnership continued until John’s untimely death in 2006. His calm and pleasant manner made him a
pleasure to have around the club.

Rupert Terdich
Rupert was one of the group which initiated the founding of the Club in 1961 under the name of “The
McCrae Boat Club” when the question “why don’t the users of the boatyard provided by the Rosebud
Foreshore Committee of Management on the foreshore at McCrae take it over and run it themselves” was
asked. He was elected as the first “President” of the “Boat” Club in December 1961 – later to be first
Commodore of the “Yacht” Club.
Rupert’s interest in the sea had always been and remained in power boating. He elected to continue this
interest when it became obvious that the direction in which the club was moving was heavily weighted in
favour of sailing and he did not seek re-election as commodore.

Did you know? – some interesting trivia

Trophy Board History
Club Captain’s Honour Board
October 1974 - Sailing Committee determined that the Club Captain’s Board to be hung in the
Clubhouse. Neil Wilson was asked to manufacture a Club Captain’s board matching Commodore’s Board
in co-operation with Bruce Hurst. Graeme Fraser was asked to co-ordinate.
Neil writes: The Club Captains board was made by myself and Chris Dovey (a past member of the club
who sailed a Rainbow dinghy). We both worked at Rosebud Joinery situated were the Coles store is now
in McCrae. The Jones family, who owned the business, were also members so the exercise was a real
team effort. Bruce Hurst who worked for Laminex Industries, supplied the Laminex. One board is a gloss
finish and the other is a matt finish. I think the Club Captains board is the matt finish - the matt finish
looked better.
Lighthouse Trophies
The Lighthouse trophies are a series of small wooden trophies in the shape of a lighthouse. They were
constructed by the late Jim Riddell. There is no deed of gift for this series.

Opening up the Club over winter
Prior to 1994, the end of season working bee meant the close of the Club for the winter period (MayOctober) – the yard was emptied, the power was turned off, there was no paper in the toilets and no hot
water. The result of this was that there was no use of the Club over winter months. All boats were
removed and sail-boarders or people having a winter sail could not have a shower afterwards.
In March 1991 there was request for use of hot showers during the winter months by members of the
“wave jumper” enthusiasts. The request was denied. However in another show of “people power”, in
response to a request from Scott Munro and over twenty members, the General Committee, in June 1994,
agreed to allow limited hot water, toilet paper and monthly cleaning on a trial basis over winter and
review it at the AGM. Hot water was turned on to one shower in men’s and one in the ladies. This proved
to be very popular with members and of limited additional cost to the Club so subsequently the facilities
were available year round.

Social functions
In the early days at the old site, social
functions were held at across the road
from the Club at the West family beach
house situated on corner of Point Nepean
Road and Penny Lane. Functions held
there in the early days, included
Figure 20 - Presentation Night at Driftwood - mid 60s

barbeques, film nights and even presentation night. Barbeques were held on their adjoining vacant block.
The Guy Fawkes Night bonfire on the beach with fireworks, organised by Sam and Jo Randall, is an
event not likely to be repeated with today’s restrictive regulations.
On New Year’s Eve in 1987 to celebrate Melbourne’s Bicentenary, the Tall Ships entered Port Phillip and
passed the Club early in the morning on their way to Melbourne. Patrol boats and private boats left at
dawn ferrying members out to get a better view of these beautiful craft passing close to the Club. They
returned to a hearty barbeque breakfast provided by the social committee. That evening a Spit Roast
dinner was held for New Year’s Eve – a long day for all.
Commodore’s Cocktail parties became fashionable and this was an opportunity for the adults to get
dressed up and have a drink and social evening at the Club.

Canteen
One favourite treat was the introduction of Donuts. An arrangement was made with one of the local
bakeries that an order could be placed as late as 11 pm
with the baker who did the night shifts. The donuts would
be ready to be picked up in the morning on the way down
to the Yacht Club in the back of the station wagon. The
canteen had a display case which could fit 4 dinner size
plates in it and Ann made a net curtain to keep flies out.
When there was a race in the morning and one in the
afternoon, the Canteen and Social Committee served
sailors and members a sausage or steak BBQ, served in
bread and occasionally with salad.

Figure 21 - Mauyra Marsh, Zara Sarandan, Anna
Wiggins, Robin Morrison, Marg Macdonald, Vicki
Grigg in the Canteen

Graeme Doreian arranged for two ice-cream freezers which came on loan from the Sorrento back beach
Milk Bar shop, one of which the Club later purchased. During the Flying Ant Championships in 1991
ice-creams were sold from a tent set up on the lawn under the large Banksia tree by the fence.
Each sailing day the staff rostered for the Canteen make up bags with a thermos flask of hot water, tea,
coffee and biscuits for the patrol boat crews. The advent of long life milk in single serve sizes, made
making up the 4 – 6 Patrol Boat bags a much easier job.

Bar
During a championship for the Flying Ants, the class association arranged for a sponsor who advertised
its product by supplying a large cooler, two metres high in the shape of and with the colours of a beer can,
which was parked on the front lawn and dispensed beer. Quite a few members felt it sent a bad message,
particularly for a kids’ championships! Cedric insisted it be covered with black plastic.
Another memorable incident occurred during the Minnow State Championships one evening at happy
hour. Drinking was not allowed on the lawn and would have put the Club in breach of its licence

obligations, so when this was pointed out, the table with alcohol on it was promptly shifted onto the
concrete lower deck and people were asked to not drink on the lawn.

Eastern Light House
The lighthouse behind the yacht club was built in 1874 and is the tallest on the mainland of Victoria. It is
also sometimes known as the Eastern Lighthouse or the Eastern Shore Light. When in operation the light,
along with the South Channel Pile Light gave a "lights-in-line" channel-centre guidance to inward-bound
ships coming up Port Phillip Bay towards Melbourne and outward bound
ships heading south from the Fawkner Beacon, to guide them to the turning
point off Arthurs Seat.
It’s light was turned off by the Port of Melbourne Authority in 1994 when
the realignment of the South Channel for shipping and the replacement of
the old navigational buoys with steel light beacons made the old light
redundant. Initially the switch off was meant to be for a trial period of 12
months but the next time it was turned on was on New Year’s Eve 1999
when the shipping lanes were closed for the turn of the millennium.
Makeover of the Lighthouse - 1998
After years of neglect and much local pressure, the Eastern Lighthouse underwent serious cosmetic
surgery. The Department of Natural Resources and Environment allocated $150,000 for its refurbishment
of the lighthouse. This included removing seven coats of old lead based paint, the repair of
eroded/corroded ironwork, and repainting (silver). The high cost was due to the need to ensure the leadbased paint was removed without it escaping into the environment.

Personal Recollections and Reminiscences
Paragraphs contributed by selected personalities.

Taken from the Beacon – February 1975- Graham Candy
The Clubhouse opening – a magnificent weekend
Confucius (I think) said “Abstinence (sic) makes the heart grow fonder”. We have been doing without
decent facilities at our club for so long that the weekend on which he dream of a clubhouse finally came
true was a really joyful occasion. Not many of our members were absent on December 7th and 8th for the
great event and there were many old faces happy to join us again and relive our founding years.
The clubhouse had its first severe test with the dance on the eve of Opening Day. The walls really rocked
that night – Jack Warner and Rob McConchie must have breathed again the next morning when the
structure was still solidly in place. The high point of the night was the auction of the cartoon of the Hon
Sec’s new patrol boat. Graeme Fraser was the successful bidder for this “gem” and it will be framed and
hung in the clubhouse as a memento of the occasion.
On the morning after (ugh) came the official opening of the clubhouse and the 1974-75 season. It was a
bright sunny day and 150 yachts lined the beach in a blaze of colour for the occasion. When the time
came for speeches, everyone packed into the clubhouse, perhaps expecting the usual platitudes for such
occasions, but the ceremony turned out to be a very moving experience.
The Commodore, Frank Bancroft, in his long and thoughtful speech gave credit to everyone except
himself who had helped to make our club what it is today. It is worth remembering that Frank, in addition
to all the work he has done around the Club, was the one who set the wheels in motion to break down the
wall of red tape and kept the wheels rolling until our clubhouse became a reality. He was very critical in
his speech of the mass of government and local government authorities that could exercise such control
of the foreshore, and which by their very inertia prevented such a vital community facility being made
available when it was needed. He gave credit to the Rosebud Foreshore Committee, the Port Phillip
Authority and in particular to Roy Ward, the local member of the Legislative Council, for their assistance
in overcoming all the frustrating obstacles in our path. He also reminded us that while it is good to look
back with satisfaction on what we have achieved, so far, we must continue to work towards the future and
build on the new foundation for the benefit of the young people among us, who are the future of the Club.
Roy Ward, who has been a great friend to the Club in our difficult year, and who has been our voice
within the halls of government, was called upon to declare the clubhouse open. In his speech he also was
critical of the system that kept such an enthusiastic club out in the cold so long, and he was very proud to
have the honour opening our new home. He was presented with a club pennant to mark the occasion,
very attractively mounted and framed by our ever versatile secretary. The ‘flagpole’ from which the
pennant flew was in fact one of Mrs Candy’s old wooden knitting needles but it looked most elegant in its
new role.
Frank then called upon Cedric Candy to declare the season open. Cedric’s comment was “it seems a bit
odd that a secretary has the task of opening his own club’s sailing season”, but how fitting it was that he
should do so. As Frank said in his introduction, “many people had given their time to the McCrae Yacht
Club over the years, but Cedric Candy had been the thread that had tied the Club together from its
foundation until the present day”. Cedric was visibly affected when he rose to reply and to declare the
season open, and all of us present felt the same way. It was that sort of a day.
When the speeches were over we all trooped out into the sunshine to participate in the spectacular sail
past under perfect conditions, and then the ordinary business of the 1974-75 sailing season got
underway.

For some of the older members, it was sad to leave the old site with its memories, even for a move 400
metres along the beach, but we are finding our sailing much more enjoyable with proper facilities and we
have premises we can really be proud of. To see such an elegant building sitting there on the beach must
make all the hard work of the past fourteen years worthwhile. Personally I am finding it hard to get used
to all the luxury!
Graham Candy.

Cedric Candy
Cedric recalled his fondest memory as probably the farewell dinner held
by the Club on the occasion of his retirement as Club Secretary. The
dinner was held at the restaurant on the top of Arthur’s Seat and was in
the form of a “roast”. That and the friendly atmosphere of the whole club
- there was very little acrimony about; and without the family
involvement, the place wouldn’t have operated. One fellow from the New
York Yacht Club was talking to Cedric on the balcony one day and Cedric
told him that we run all this from volunteer labour and the only person
paid is the cleaner. He couldn’t understand it – the efficiency – all paid
for, nothing owing. When you think of the work that lots of people have
put in over the years. That is probably the best thing, the friendliness,
cooperation and ability of people to volunteer to kick in and do their bit.

While we were still at the old club the Hobie 14 catamaran came on the market and the Lord Mayor of
Melbourne, Councillor Ivan Rockman brought one of these new fangled plastic boats. He joined the
McCrae Yacht Club because that was where the action was. But being a busy bloke, Ivan did not want to
spend time driving down to McCrae if there was no sailing on the day. So, his secretary would ring about
two hours before race time to confirm racing was on, and if it was, Ivan’s chauffeur would drive him
down wait for him and drive him back to Melbourne after the race. On one occasion Ivan caused a bit of
controversy at the Club, when he erected a SONY advertising banner on the club fence. The clubs policy
was very much as an amateur organization and the club secretary made sure that the Lord Mayor removed
his banner and took it home with him!

Beacon article February 1993 – Cedric’s last column
As I set out to write this my last column as your Honorary Secretary I don’t know whether to cry or
cheer.
Inevitably there will be some, quite a few possibly, changes on the General Committee. Over 32 years
plus this club has developed and utilised (to such an effect that it is recognised as one of the best run,
most influential in both administration and race arrangement in Victoria), philosophies and strategies
which have engendered this success. I hope they do not change and spoil the friendly and family pattern
of the Club. You members are the deciders of the direction for future years, do not leave your
contribution until the pattern has changed against the majority’s wishes.
I have had a beaut 32 years, no names no pack drill but I bear in mind the work and contribution that
past flag officers, committee persons and others have put in not only at the Club level but in the wider

areas of Yachting administration and the successes that have come the Club’s way in International,
Australian and State competition due to the skills of its sailors. Think back and think forward, there is
much still to come. It is generally officers etc. waffling on about the support given by the Secretariat – not
here it isn’t it is the other way round – thanks all of you who supported me (and be damned to the
nigglers). I have always tried to see that the rules and decisions made by you or your elected committees
were observed and as a result there have been a few sore corns around.

Reflections on 50 years of McCrae Yacht Club – David Churcher
Well how about that, McCrae Y.C. is celebrating it’s 50th season of sailing and,
although I haven’t been a club member for quite that long [46 years for me], it has
me reflecting on the people that have been at the club over those years and just
how significant they have been in so many ways for me; without doubt much of
my life and what Heather and I are doing right now, cruising the oceans far from
those waters, is due to the “McCrae Effect.”
I’m sure that many clubs, not just yacht clubs and not just McCrae Y.C., help
hatch and foster the dreams, develop the skills and massage the confidence of
their members as they strive for mastery of their pursuit. My memories are of
inclusion and acceptance as a 9 year old novice among people whom I admired for their sailing ability,
who were willing to mentor rather than domineer, mixed with humor which was laconic and practical
jokes that were hilarious. Sailing Rule No. 1 was to have fun together, No. 2 was to challenge yourself,
No. 3 was if I beat you it was pure skill and No.4 was if you beat me it must have been a lucky break.
Thrills, spills, competition and camaraderie.
How fortunate indeed to be growing up at a time in history when as a country we could afford for most of
us to have the time and resources to “play”; to play the game of sailing which has rules that are largely
self imposed as there is no umpire [back then anyway]; to play hard physically but not inflict physical
damage on your opponents; to play with technology and tactics, and when it was all done to kick back on
shore in the bar [when Cedric eventually relented and let us have one] in the club house happy hour
[when we eventually got a club house] with your deadliest opponents and recount the thrills, spills and
unbelievable speeds or maneuvers you had performed to win or the bad luck [never mistakes] suffered in
finishing down the pecking order! Winning was all important and the sole objective, but it never got in
the way of the pure delight of the action of wind on sail, water on hull, sun on face. I’ve been lucky, or
according to me, skilled enough to win a few races. What I remember is not the finish gun but the images
of spray and water racing by as the sails tremble and the boat surges, or the magic of the bow slicing
velvet smooth water unruffled by wind as the vessel is coaxed to move in the gentlest of breezes.
There are not many physical sports that allow competition across such a diverse age range, not many
sports that can be enjoyed all through life and, with technology, by those who are disabled. It really is
edifying to be beaten by an old guy and a young gun
But it is only a game……..or is it? The preparation, organization, progressive skill development both
physically and mentally, along with the cooperative nature of crewed boats demanding development as a
team player and or leadership…… these are directly transferable skills to life …….hmm maybe life is
just a game?

I’m certain that for me sailing and being part of the McCrae Y.C. culture has been a corner stone in my
life and how I’ve functioned away from the sport and the club. So for me a game and a class room for
life. As the years went by McCrae YC offered another gift, that of mentored volunteering, a pathway and
the training to allow us to give back and contribute to others who are discovering sailing. Sharing the
“knowledge” and helping run the Club machine, oiling the wheels so that the things that have to happen
actually happen to allow us to go sailing together safely. This is where McCrae YC is exceptional, the
depth of involvement and skills of the membership in developing others is both the secret to succession
and success, passing the baton, paying it forward, call it what you will, it means that future generations
can have the opportunities that we did.
So thank you McCrae YC and 50 years later I wonder if a gathering of unpretentious families who
wanted to enjoy sailing your waters together had any notion of how profoundly influential that Club
would be in many lives. The challenge of course is to keep that happening for the next 50!

Neil Wilson (aka Mr and Mrs Jag-Wa)
I remember when
•

McCrae Boat Club was invaded by high-spirited yachties and their boats to the horror of the
quiet, sedate fisherman, the previous occupants of the yard. They quickly found themselves
“lifted” to a quite corner of the yard which then was about a quarter of the size it is now.

•

With Ross Suter at the helm, racing was organised and handled from deck chairs on the tin roof
of the existing tin shed. When the temperature reached about 105oF, though, they used a luxury
fitting, a tarpaulin, as shade.

•

Mr Candy in his “Evinrude Special” (the same one), was stationed at the Hovell Light to retrieve
distressed novice skippers who had lost their bearings. On an average day the entire fleet was
towed in in various states of de-rig by the “Evinrude Special”.

•

The fleet comprised mainly C-Cats, Quickcats, Moths, V.J’s and various other infamous designs.
Mike Dovey was the scourge of the fleet in those days with his Yvonne. It’s been said he could
be heard 200 yards away “down wind”, encouraging his luckless crew on the finer points of
sailing. The leader of the Moth fleet was our “Vice”, who was unbeatable on the starboard tack,
but who tended to settle in the water on port tack. Among the C-Cats, “Tiki” is the sole survivor
of a gone era. Although today she doesn’t race regularly, she can tell us a few things about
cruising.

•

Races were started on the first sandbar, the courses depending on the mood of the duty officer,
who often threw in figure of eights, serpentines, clover-leafs and grannie knots all over the
course, much to the horror and genuine amazement of the skippers. In those days it was better for
the forward hand not to know the course, they had enough to worry about.

Graham Candy
In 1960, Paul Millsom introduced me to the joy of sailing. I was 13 at the time, a skinny kid – he was
three years older at the time and he had a red Mark II Moth. On the Saturday of the January long

weekend, to my surprise, he invited me to sail with him. It was one of those sublime summer days at
McCrae we all love so well – a gentle breeze ruffling the clear water. I had been out on power boats
before (big and small, but always noisy) and on paddle boards, but never on something that moved by the
wind alone. We stayed out all afternoon.
On the Sunday, he took me out again, and on the Monday too. I was completely hooked. The following
day started saving for my own boat and looking for work to pay for it. Being under sail on the water in
any shape or form has been my passion ever since.
It took me nearly two years to get the money together, but in November 1961 I handed over my hard
earned 50 pounds ($100) to become the proud owner of my first sailboat - an elder Mark II Moth. Within
two months, the McCrae Yacht Club was formed, on the beach where I had planned to park my boat, and
I became part of that wonderful community that is the membership of the Club.

McCrae Memories – Graeme Doreian
I was introduced to McCrae Yacht Club in 1967 as an honorary member by
association as a Sea Scout in the 1st Rosebud Sea Scout Troop, as one of our past
Commodores Peter Cass was. A couple of our leaders at that time Laurie
Coleman and Laurie’s brother Ron were members of McCrae Yacht Club. The
scouts enjoyed crewing, usually bailing water out of an old heavy VJ class yacht
named “Domino” which used cotton sails.
My father Bruce Doreian, (past Building Committee member) was taught how to
sail by a friend and our family enjoyed many hours using our family sailing boat
moored at Tootgarook prior to joining McCrae Yacht Club
Hence, when the Cadet Sailing School started in 1967 our family joined McCrae and my dad bought me a
Delta class boat No 17 which had a blue sail. I look back now with a” tear of joy” and thank my dad for
the opportunity and life experience that he and mum gave me to sail, meet and make life time friendships
with the kids I sailed with and against.
During the season, every Saturday morning no matter what the weather, the kids would meet at the club
shed, open the cyclone gate, push out Mc Duff, place old church pews which we all sat on to listen and
learn from experienced club members led by Doug Lee who coached us kids on the finer points of
competitive sailing. Of course it didn’t take long for a few of the “grown ups” to lend an ear. A lot of
those sailors went onto achieving many Class Titles, become Club and State sailing officials.
Those days were simple and uncomplicated, I can remember one Opening Day a few of us placed lots of
flour in our spinnakers and as we sailed by the official boat with the Commodore and some committee
members in it we hoisted said spinnakers and attempted to cover all with flour. Oh! how things have
changed.
Then there were those lovely sunny days with wind that dropped out as we prepared to start, the sailing
committee in their wisdom postponed, then sometimes postponed again; in the end all us kids just jumped
“ship” swimming to each other’s boat splashed each other and tipped boats over, much fun was had. I

could “rattle on” as many other members could about their experiences with our great Club, the club that
changed my life, let’s keep these experiences for a chat over a “coldie.”
Finally, as we all grow older, I feel privileged mixing with those younger members of my time, how we
have all done ”our thing” and achieved various “things” in life, but no matter what, when we get on a boat
we all enjoy one thing; the “sail.” On that water we all care for one another, the comradeship is just
fantastic. Yes, one thing about sailing competitively is we all still are human and strive to achieve our
best, but if safety and life is put to the test, we all “care and pull together”
McCrae Yacht Club was, is still for me a great club and I trust that our tradition and experiences take the
club into the future bringing families closer together.

Adult Sail Training – Diary of a beginner by Lisa Barrand 2004
Week one – Nervous anticipation
Arrive in shorts and slicker. What do you mean we’re going on a boat today? What about the theory?
Never mind, Reliable David is my skipper and we’re sailing along just fine – Gung ho David comes by in
one of the rescue boats – “Get that tiller extension out!” he cries. What is a tiller extension I ask? – too
late – we’re over and I’m wet. I flip the boat two more times and Master of Ceremonies (MC) David
replaces me with another MAB (middle aged beginner). Are you warm enough he asks? You know
you’ve got to be careful of hypothermia. “I’m fine” I reply. 15 minutes in the showers, no hot water left
at the Club – can finally feel my toes again.
Week two – Objects in your mirror are larger than they appear
Wake early to print out weather forecast as directed by David MC, “Strong wind warning”. Consider not
packing sailing gear – surely theory today??? Arrive at Club, Pacers are being rigged up, wind is about to
lift me off the ground. What is going on??? Are they out of their minds? Graham Forecaster is standing
on lawn looking wistfully toward the South Channel Marker. “It’s a microclimate” he says. “To know
what it’s like to sail at McCrae you have to stand right here!” I stand right there – it doesn’t look
encouraging. Terrifying glances amongst all MAB’s but we finally get out in the boats and its fantastic!
No worries I cry, I can do this!
Weeks three and four – days to remember (and forget)
Heather (another MAB) and I are put into a boat together by David MC. Let’s just call it an ‘accelerated
learning’ experience. At the end of the day – arms bruised and forearms failing we are lifelong sailing
buddies – together we saw the face of exhaustion and survived! Following week, Heather and I sail in
Abracadabra – what a joy!!! We actually make it around the course three times without fail – Yee Haah!
Three cheers for a block on the mainsail (and no cleat)! We agree to arrive early next week to secure
Abracadabra and install righting ropes as agreed. Who cares what they think!!
Week Five – disappointment
First one at the club – ready to go! Have worked out race tactics in my sleep all night. The Johannessens
arrive – WHAT – no sailing? What cruel punishment is this? Surely the wind’s not too strong? Surely we
can handle it? MC David and Graham Forecaster confer – no, it’s going to be theory today … We listen

to a magnificent overview of weather patterns by Graham Forecaster. MC David then bravely takes each
of us out in Abracadabra. My pulse racing from the speed, Abracadabra hasn’t had this much fun in a
long while (and neither have I).
All I can say is “If this is sailing then bring it on!”
Lisa Barrand
PS: Lisa went on to be become a Sailing Instructor and a member of the Sailing Committee and is now
Principal of the Training Centre as well as involving her children in sailing.

The Little America’s Cup – what really happened …..
Doug Guy recalls on arrival at Los Angeles airport in 1977 being met by a group of people, including a
fellow in a kilt playing the bag pipes. Why? - because we all came from the McCrae. Yacht Club! One
day, the team was invited to visit the Jet Propulsion Laboratories in Pasadena, home of NASA. On the
way back, at Graeme Fraser’s insistence, the team stopped for an ice cream. The shop where they
stopped boasted 64 varieties of ice cream. The “Matterhorn” contained one of each flavour. Graeme
Fraser, thinking that there would be just a taste of each, ordered the Matterhorn” and was astounded to
receive a huge bowl containing 64 very large scoops. It was with great fun that everyone watched him sit
and eat the lot.

THE DAY BOB CAME TO LUNCH! –Beacon February 1985. Graeme Fraser

One Friday early in November I was enjoying a
shower, after hard day on the shovel, when the phone
rang – it always rings when I’m in the shower! Di said
the ALP candidate for Flinders, Russell Joiner was
asking if McCrae Yacht Club would like Bob Hawke to
start a yacht race on November 24th. (Yes and pigs fly
Di). I mumbled something about the time not being
suitable, and Di said “what about the C Class?” I
bolted out of the shower, dripping wet, and arranged
with Russell to have the Prime Minister announce
Australia’s challenge for the “Little America’s Cup”.
It put me into a state of panic, as there were only two weeks to get the boat in a presentable state, and
send out invitations to guests and the media.
We had also, to get the aluminium parts anodized and the trampoline made.
We finished putting the boat together late Friday 23rd under the briefing area at McCrae Yacht Club.
I had a restless night thinking about all that needed to be done the next day, as well as putting the
finishing touches to my speech. I went to the Yacht Club early to do what was required to make the day,
hopefully, a success. There were not many people around late morning when I went home to clean up
before the PM’s arrival at 1.30 pm. I was a bit concerned we would not attract the crowds. The concern
proved needless, as when I arrived back at 12.30pm there were people everywhere, and more arriving all
the time – including “Right to Life” followers.
I was not sure which guests had arrived, and concern bordered on mild panic as I did not want to offend
anyone by not acknowledging them during my introduction.
The Prime Minister arrived and pandemonium broke loose. People cheering, clapping, and crowding
him, while his ‘minders’ formed a wedge to get him through the crowd. Diana and I were introduced to
him and in turn I introduced him to the McCrae Flag officers, and the C Class members. All went well
until I got to Trevor Knight and I developed a mental block – I could not remember his name. Trevor
gave me a silly look, but the PM laughed and made a joke of it and completely relaxed us all.

The official party sat down, and I began the introductions to the crowd when the “Right to Life” people
started disrupting proceedings. Some of the McCrae members took umbrage at the Club being used as a
political forum, however the Federal Police settled things down, and I continued with introducing Bob
Hawke.
The Prime Minister spoke about the need for sport, and Government support to sport, and announced
Australia’s Challenge for the “Little America’s Cup”. He received the appropriate ovation. After Barry
Scott, Chairman of the Cunningham Syndicate,
replied, we proceeded (I should say just carried by
a wave of people) down to the boat for photos.
It was an impossible situation, we could not clear
the people away from the boat to get decent
photos. The Prime Minister talked to individuals
and signed autographs – including some McCrae
members’ board shorts.
Bob Hawke departed, and we breathed a sigh of
relief – the boat had escaped any damage!

Figure 22 - Official Launch of Yellow Pages with Raza
Bertram - 1984

The Saga of McCrae’s first defence of The Little America’s Cup
by Graham Mason
In 1986, when McCrae agreed with the Yellow Pages Syndicate to be the host club for the 19th Defence
of the International Catamaran Challenge Trophy (ICCT) no one could have imagined the dramas that
would lead up to the event.
Although the racing was most disappointing with the British boat ‘The Hinge’ not actually finishing the
course for any race, the event itself was a great success with excellent media coverage and all the
sponsors being pleased with the amount of coverage received.
The Club received accolades from several areas:
(a)
The International Jury praised the Race Committee and said it was equal to the best they had seen
anywhere in the world.
(b)
Australian Associated Press (AAP) said it had never received such a consistent update of press
releases from any other yacht race, in Australia except the Sydney to Hobart.
(c)
The Victorian Yachting Council also congratulated the Club on its spirit of sportsmanship shown
to the British team.
(d)
The State Government and the Shire of Flinders both commented on the professional manner in
which the event was managed.

Although that all sounds good there is one thing we were absolutely sure of, more people than ever before
knew of the McCrae Yacht Club.

It is impossible to write the full complete story of the Clubs involvement in this event but a few of the
following statistics will help to give an idea of what took place.

129 pages of formal reports.
15 Defence Committee Meetings.
167 Official letters.
263 Letters of invitation.
175 fax messages transmitted.
4 Formal functions.
4631 copies made on the Canon copier.
60 pages of Committee Minutes.
$27,000 Sponsorship from the Victorian Government.
18 International visitors came to McCrae.
5,000 column centimetres in the Victorian Press.
2 helicopters over the start each day.
1,700 brochures produced and sold.
25 (average) power boats on the water each day.
32 accredited media representatives for the event.

Originally five countries challenged and this was looking like being one of the biggest ICCT challenges
ever.
The General Committee of the Club made it clear that no Club funds could be committed to the event
which was a challenge to the organising committee as much time was spent in seeking sponsorship.
Everything was in place, then one by one the challengers pulled out but the British were always certain
that they would be here. On January the 4th, only six weeks before the first race Keith Bliss from the
British team indicated they were struggling to complete their boat and may have to withdraw.
The next day, an emergency meeting was held with the Defence Committee, The Yellow Pages Syndicate
and Club Flag Officers.
They decided that everything should be done to not only encourage the Brits to come, but offer them
every assistance to do so. That afternoon, we contacted Qantas to see if we could arrange assisted fares

for the British crew and their boat. We arranged for sponsors to provide a Rescue boat with fuel, and a
car free of charge for their use.
The Brits appreciated this and confirmed that they would still be coming.
Qantas did not have a suitable aeroplane flying from Heathrow that could handle the boat. Singapore
airlines had a plane flying out of Manchester but wanted 4500 British pounds for the flight. Keith
advised that this was going to break his budget and has spoken with Dick Tracey the British Sports
Minister to seek his assistance.
January 7th Keith advised that their Sports Minister was unable to assist.
January 8th we contacted our local MP to see if he could arrange our Sports Minister Mr John Brown to
ring Dick Tracey (on his wrist watch phone).
January 9th we rang the Australian Prime Minister’s office and could not get past the girl on the desk but
we did get hold of his fax number. We faxed the Prime Minister reminding him that on a previous
occasion when he had visited the Club he had promised to assist in any way he could. A few days later
we received a nice letter saying that he was unable to assist in any way.
January 11th Keith Bliss called and advised that his next problem was that he was unable to arrange a
“carnet” (an important Customs Document) required to get his boat into Australia. He was required to
lodge a 60,000 British pounds guarantee, which was impossible for them. We contacted Jerry Kerkvhet
(Nigel Wallis’s son in law who was in the import business) for advice. Following this, we arranged the
guarantee documents from the Australian end.
January 14th Keith rang and advised that although they were using heaters they were having trouble
getting glue to cure as they could not get the factory temperature above 32oF (0oC) but the good news was
that they had a sponsor for the 4500 British pound airfares and they were definitely coming.
January 24th Tony Penfold ( Commodore of the Thames Sailing Club who were technically the
Challenger as this event was a challenge from one club to another) rang to advise that although the boat
was substantially complete there was still some work to be done on the rigging, the Thames river at the
club had now frozen over, one of the crew was down with phenomenia, they had blown their budget, they
had run out of time and would have to with draw.
We rang Keith and reminded him that if they did not come for this challenge, that technology would
overtake them, and their new boat would become obsolete before the next challenge opportunity. Keith
advised that they had an alternate crew and would still come if they could finish the rigging in Australia
and could find another 4,000 British pounds for the budget short fall.
On January 25th. We called another emergency meeting of the Defence Committee, the Club Flag
Officers and the Australian Syndicate. After the full story was explained the question was asked should
we pull the pin or continue to struggle to get these Brits to the starting line.
The answer was every effort should be made to get the Brits here (little did we know that at that time just
how extensive the effort would be).
The Defence Committee then had discussions with the Australian Syndicate who arranged for their
sponsors to contribute $10,000 to ensure that the Brits arrived. When we informed the Brits that we

would make a factory available in Australia and that we would support their campaign by $10,000 (in
addition to the free car and the free boat and the travel discounts we had arranged) they again confirmed
they would definitely be here and their flight was scheduled to leave on January 30th (keeping in mind
that this was only 15 days before the first race).
That was it, all settled, they would come and, all the hassles were over!
January 30th the Brits rang and advised that they could not get the boat loaded by the airline until the
4,500 pounds was paid and their sponsor had refused the cheque saying that they had changed their mind
about sponsorship. If we agreed to pay the air fee on arrival the boat could be loaded, so the
arrangements were made.
January 31st went to the airport to pick up the British crew and entourage to bring them back to the Club.
On arrival, they rang to confirm the status of their boat only to find that the Manchester Airport Firemen
had gone on strike. The Singapore airlines flight had been diverted and the boat had missed the plane.
We just could not believe it. However, the boat had been rebooked on a flight the next day scheduled to
arrive in Singapore on Wednesday where it would be unloaded and transferred to a Qantas flight to arrive
in Melbourne on Friday 6th. By that time we would have all the customs, bank guarantee, master
airways bill issues sorted out.
February 2nd Qantas confirmed the boat was booked on a flight out of Singapore on the 3rd. But this was
likely to be too late to have the boat ready for the first race. We contacted the Butterworth Air Force
Base in Malaysia and found they had a Hercules that could transport the boat so we called local MPs,
Minister for Sport, Prime Ministers Office and five other airlines but could not arrange anything faster.
February 3rd Thames Yacht Club called to tell us that the fireman's strike was continuing and the boat
had missed the plane again (lucky there were no trains in Rosebud because the Defence Committee would
have thrown themselves under it ‘en masse’). We rang Qantas who advised that they had the correct type
of plane flying out of Frankfurt Germany direct to Melbourne. Rang the Thames Yacht Club and they
arranged road transport to cross the English Channel through France to get the boat to Frankfurt to catch
the flight.
February 4th (11 days before the first race) Qantas confirmed Flight No. QA6 would leave Frankfurt on
Thursday 5th but the fare for the boat would be $18,000. There was no way that Cedric was going to let
us spend Club funds. Rang Qantas head office and negotiated a deal for the boat to be flown for the
original 4,500 British pounds.
Thursday February 5th Qantas Flight QA6 departed Frankfurt with the boat.
Friday February 6th John Mason and John Downey (the British Skipper) left McCrae for the airport to
pick up the boat while Graham Mason stayed in McCrae to prepare for the Civic Reception that evening.
By the time the Johns left Moorabbin they were nervous wrecks. Faulty wiring on the borrowed trailer
caused the brakes to come on every time the left hand indicator was used. The trailer was repaired and
set off to the airport again.
The Master Airways Bill that we had our end was different to the one carried on the aeroplane. This
meant that Customs insisted on unpacking the boat for inspection. Brambles, the delivery agent, would
not accept John Downeys Gold Credit Card for payment. Qantas would accept the card but this did not
help the Brambles payment (the way John Mason felt it was lucky that there were no train lines in

Tullamarine either). The bill was now $14,000 as it included the ferry across the English Channel and the
snow plough that had been hired to clear some of the roads in France. Brambles accepted John Mason’s
personal cheque and the deal was done. The crate containing the boat and its rig was too big to fit into
the Brambles shed so it was left in the Qantas Cargo Depot. By this time it was 5 pm John Mason
thought he could pick up the boat and head back to McCrae but Qantas fork lift drivers would not load the
boat on the truck because it was now a Brambles consignment. So, John arranged for a Brambles fork
lift to do the loading. But, the Union man on the Qantas gate would not let the Brambles fork lift into the
Qantas yard. So, John had a quiet word to the Qantas fork lift driver and after he put his wallet back into
his pocket the truck was loaded. The truck was 24 foot long towing a trailer that now contained a 31 ft
long crate full of C Class. Needless to say, the two Johns arrived back at McCrae just in time for the
Civic Reception.
Saturday 8th The hulls were unloaded at the Club and the rig was taken back to the Mason factory in
Moorabbin. When they opened the crate to our horror we found it was more like a kit rather than a
complete wing that needed a little bit of rigging. The next five days were hectic with a team of two Brits
and five Aussies working flat chat to get the boat assembled on time. When the rig was complete the
Brits in good humour allowed us to put a Made in Australia sticker inside the flaps at the rear of the wing.
Friday 13th the finished wing was delivered to McCrae where it was assembled on the hulls for the first
time.
The Demonstration Race was sailed on Saturday 14th with The Edge, Vic 150, Quest and the newly
assembled British boat now called The Hinge after the way that the flaps were attached to the trailing
edge of the wing. Unfortunately, The Hinge did not complete any race during the series and the
Australians won 4 0.
Some months later, when the Brits had their boat shipped back to London the British customs opened the
top of the crate for inspection and found the Made in Australia sticker. This started a whole new chapter
in international negotiations.

McCrae Yacht Club History - firsts
First Race: December 1961 (12 entries, including Frank Bancroft and Graham Candy)
First membership fees: Family – 5 pounds ($10.00) Single senior – 2 pounds ($4.00)
First Club Cruise: 1962 (to Rye and back)
First toilets and hot showers: 1974 (in the new clubhouse) First Interclub Teams Race: McCrae vs Safety Beach, 21 March 1970
First Interclub Regatta: Southern Peninsula Regatta, Mount Martha, 9 January 1971 (Safety Beach,
Mount Martha and McCrae - 130 starters
First Women:
•

First female skipper – Eleanor Barke in a Mark II Moth (1963)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First female member of the Sailing Committee –– Eleanor Barke (January 1964)
First female patrol boat crew - Jean Cook (on McDuff)
First Lady in the tower – Wendy Ravenscroft.
First female Patrol Boat skipper - Megan Lorimer
First female Rowlands trophy winner - Megan Purnell (1975)
First female CEO of Yachting Victoria – Lynne Cazaly (1995)
First female Flag Officer – Rear Commodore. - Jenny Mairs (1993
First female Commodore – Lyn Johannessen (2004)
First female Treasurer – Mary Weston (2006 and possibly first woman tractor driver)
First female Principal of the Training Centre – Lisa Barrand (2011)

